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Sinaary

In chapter I, section 1.1 of this thesis, we present a general

introduction and reference to the literature concerning the experimental

methods that may be applied in studying atomic collisions. The

introduction is aggravated to the Na- rare-gas system (which will be the

theme of this work) in section 1.2. Here we also outline the scope of

our work, by putting it in the context of prior studies.

In chapter II we give an account of the experimental method and

apparatus used. First, we present some results concerning the spectral

properties of the CW dye-laser that was used during almost all

measurements. Secondly, we describe the design and performance of a

home-made high temperature fluorescence cell. A spectroscopic method for

the determination of the temperature and radiator density in the

fluorescence region is given in an Appendix.

Chapter III deals with the experimental and theoretical

determination of collisional relaxation rates (i.e. line broadening and

-shift, fine-structure mixing, depolarization and polarization transfer)

in Na-Ne, Xe systems. First, we test the accuracy of a semi-classical

collision model by comparing the results of this model with those of a

fully quantal treatment. Secondly, we choose sets of most reliable

interaction potentials by examination of the literature, and we

calculate all relaxation rates from these potentials by means of the

semi-classical model. Thirdly, we compare these calculated results with

our experimental values for the line broadening and -shift at 720 and

990 K, and data taken from the literature. In the case of the Na-Ne, a

satisfying agreement between experiment and theoretical predictions

could be found for all cross sections but that for the fine-structure

mixing. For Na-Xe, the agreement was less satisfactory. Apart from the

experimental velocity dependence of the fine-structure mixing, here also

the line shifts at 450 K seem to be ill reproduced by all of our

calculations.



We examine in chapter IV the far line wings of the Na-D lines due

to collisions with Ne and Xe perturbers at 990 K. With the help of an

appropriate theory for the description of this part of the spectrum, we

again examine existing interatomic potentials for the Na-Ne, Xe

collisions by comparing the calculated spectra with experimental results

from our work at 990 K and earlier investigations at 400 K.. This

comparison gives additional information about the reliability of the

Interaction potentials, because it is sensitive to other internuclear

regions R than those appropriate in chapter III.

In chapter V, some adjacent measurements are presentedconcerning

radiation redistribution in a N2 diluted H 2O 2 flame (at 1 atm and 1420

K) that contains Na atoms as a trace. The intensity and polarization of

collision-induced fluorescence and Rayleigh scattering are obtained when

exciting the alkali atoms in the line wing. Furthermore, several

relaxation rates that are applicable in this environment are obtained.

These results are compared to the predictions of a theory for radiation

redistribution. We indicate the spectral regions in the line wing where

factorization of the collisional system into a "radiator" part and a

"perturber" part is not allowed any longer. Here, more general theories

should be applied.

In chapter VI, the spectroscopic measurements as described in

chapter V are extended to encompass narrow-band excitation in the line

core. For analysing the fluorescence—emission spectrum, we use the

Utrecht High-resolution Fourier Interferometer. Here also, the

experimental results are compared to theoretical predictions and the

results from chapter V.

Finally, the rates for broadening of the Na-D lines due to

collisions with Ne and Xe atoms at 990 K are measured accurately from

the fluorescence-emission spectrum with the help of the Utrecht High-

resolution Fourier Interferometer. We obtain good agreement between

these values and the results of our fluorescence-excitation measurements

(chapter III).
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C H A P T E R 1

General Introduction and scope of the work

Today, nobody really worries about the spectra
of alkali atoms.

- Parsons and Weisskopf, 1967

1.1. Introduction to the subject

The work reported in this thesis forms part of one of Che research

programmes of Che Atomic and Molecular Physics Department at Utrecht

State University. The purpose of this programme is to make an

experimental and theoretical study of interactions of neutral metal

atoms or their molecular compounds with (strong) optical radiation

fields and with other atoms or simple inert molecules in Che gas phase

and at thermal energies. Among Che Copies investigated are: the spectral

profile of the Na-D lines excited by a laser in the low- and high-

intensity limit and of their polarization in the presence of collisions,

the population redistribution of excited Na- and BaO-levels by

collisions with noble-gas atoms, energy-pooling processes and

associative ionization reacCions between two excited Na atoms, Che

ionization of excited Na atoms by collisions with ^ molecules, the

laser enhanced NaOH formation reaction and the elastic scattering of

excited Na atoms by noble-gas atoms. The results of some of these

investigations are linked together by the common interaction potentials

of Che collision partners, i.e. the potential energy of the quasi-

molecule formed by Chese partners during the collision as a function of }:

Cheir inCernuclear distance. MosC experimenCs have been done in meCal- |

vapour cells, combustion flames and crossed atomic beams in vacuo. !>

Theoretical work links the results of these different experimencal

methods, thereby Cescing their consistency and guiding further research.
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Also, experimental data are used as a check on theoretical models. A

thorough survey of the above mentioned subjects and those studied

previously has been published recently (Ref. 1).

In this thesis we study effects which depend on the interatomic

potentials. These potentials serve as an Important basis for obtaining

insight into the mechanism of almost any atomic collision process. They

can also be used for organising the large amount of data obtained by

numerous researchers in their study of all kinds of processes in one

system. Once firmly understood, the cross sections for atomic collisions

and redistribution of energy and angular momentum can be used in probing

properties of physical systems (e.g., in astronomy or plasma physics),

and for optimising the performance of devices (e.g., lasers and other

light sources).

Almost a century ago Michelson observed that the width of spectral

lines emitted by radiating atoms was linearly dependent on the pressure

of a perturbing gas. This turned out to be one of the first possible

ways of studying interatomic forces. Since then, of course, research has

come a long way. In the last two decades experimental work has been

performed on atomic-beam scattering, shift and broadening of resonance

lines, far-wing line profiles, spectroscopy of bound states in Van der

Waals molecules, collisional (de-)excltation of atomic states and

investigation of atomic polarizability and gas diffusion (see e.g., Ref.

2). These experiments can probe different parts of the interatomic

potentials. Experiments on atomic polarizability typically probe the

attractive van der Waals part of the interatomic forces, whereas gas

diffusion experiments give information about the repulsive branch of the

potential. Atomic-beam scattering experiments are sensitive to the

repulsive part at small internuclear distances and sometimes to the

position and depth of the well (often denoted by K^ and e,,,

respectively), if there is one. Spectroscopy on the rotational and

vlbratlonal bound levels gives very accurate information about the

position and depth of the well and sometimes also about its shape.

Spectroscopic methods relating to broadening, shift and far-wing

profiles of resonance lines measure essentially the difference between
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(XI) potential gives the potential energy V as a function of the

lnternuclear distance R between a ground-state rare-gas atom and a

ground-state Na(3S) aton. The excited states (An, BE ) arise from a

collision between a ground-state rare-gas aton and an Na atom in the 3P

excited state. In this plot, the latter two potentials are shifted over

the same, arbitrary energy Interval. The fine-structure splitting is not

taken Into account In these potentials, but its effect would be too

small to be seen here (O.34xlO~14 erg). We show internudear reglonB of

R at which these potentials can be probed using several experimental

methods; 1. quasi-static line wings (la • red wing, lb - blue wing), 2.

relaxation rates In the line core (i.e., line width and .shift,

depolarization and J-mlxlng, see chapter 3 of this thesis), 3. crossed

atomic beam scattering (a for BE, b for An, c for XE determination), 4.

spectroscopy of the Van der Waals molecules (only the region for the

An determination Is shown), S. atomic polarlzabillty. Gas diffusion

measurements probe the repulsive branch of the potential (e.g.,the first

part of region 4 for the determination of the XE curve).
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potentials of the excited state and the ground state. In Fig. 1.1 we

indicate the ranges of internuclear distances that can be sensitively

probed by these various experimental methods.

However, only with the advent of the tunable dye-laser did atomic

beam scattering from excited states become feasible and the resolution

of the spectroscopic experiments was enormously increased. At about the

same time the theoretical description of elastic collision processes was

substantially improved* With the help of modern computers it has become

possible to actually calculate the interatomic potentials for "simple"

cases like the alkali- rare-gas system, thus avoiding the need to use

model shapes like the Lennard-Jones, Morse and Thakkar potentials (see

e.g., Ref. 2). Although this calculation still requires its share of

artistry, the results are now so accurate that they can compete with

those found by experiment.

1.2. Introduction to the literature and scope of our work

We have chosen sodium as a radiator in our line-shape experiments

because our group has considerable experience with alkali metal atoms

(whose first excited states have a relatively large oscillator

strength), and the energy of the photon needed for Na-excitation is

easily obtained using Rhodamine 6G in a dye-laser. Also, sodium vapour

is easily prepared in an oven because of its high vapour pressure at

moderate temperatures. Drawbacks to the use of sodium for testing

collision theories are the fine-structure and hyperfine-structure, which

complicate the interpretation of many experimental results. Although

sodium (like the other alkali metals) is chemically very reactive, it is

a widely studied element and much information on broadening and shift of

the Na-D lines due to collisions with rare-gas perturbers is available

in the literature.^ The Na-He collision has been the testing ground on

which theoretical models have been developed in close conjunction with a

substantial amount of experimental data (see e.g., Refs. 3,4 and

references therein). We note that the temperature dependences of the

optical cross sections (i.e. the cross sections for broadening and
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shift of the resonance lines) in Na-He and Na-Ar collisions are well

established experimentally, »5>®»'»° whereas almost no such information

has been published for the Na-Ne, Na-Kr and Na-Xe systems. The only

theoretical calculations of line-broadening and -shift for these latter

systems that took all electronic angular momenta into account were semi-
Q ft

classical ones by Lwin et al. and Jongerius et al.° Both authors used

the collision model of Lewis and McNamara1-0 and potentials from Pascale

and Vandeplanque. These potentials however, have not been confirmed by

atomic beam experiments2 or spectroscopic experiments.^'1'4

Although several semi-classical and fully quantummechanical

calculations of depolarization cross sections were made for the Na-He

collision pair as a testcase (see Refs. 15,16,17 and references

therein), no calculated cross sections have been reported for

depolarization in Na-Ne, Ar, Kr systems. De Vries obtained

quantummechanical results for the depolarization in Na-Xe collisions on

the basis of the pseudo-potentials of Czuchaj and Sienkiewicz.1* However

he could not extend his calculations to collisions with sufficiently

high relative velocities which are needed to make a reliable Maxwell-

average and to compare his results with the experimental values.

Depolarization experiments have been performed for all Na- rare-gas

pairs, but only at 500 K.15

Collisional fine-structure mixing has also attracted considerable

attention. Masnou-Seeuws et al.20 were able to explain results from the

Na-Ne scattering experiments of Carter et al.21 by using improved

theoretical potentials and a quantummechanical (dose-coupling)

calculation,22 whereas Pascale and Olson2-* calculated the velocity

dependence of the j-mixing cross section for the Na-He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe

pairs, using the model potentials of Pascale and Vandeplanque." The

results of these calculations are in rather poor agreement with the

experimental findings.2**25 Saxon et al.26 have studied emission spectra

and cross sections for fine-structure transitions in Na-Ar collisions on

the basis of improved ab initio potentials. They obtained good agreement
1 ft

between theory and experimental results. De Vries calculated j-mixing

cross sections in Na-Xe coll is ions at moderate temperatures, also using

a quantummechanical approach. Although the absolute values of his cross
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sections are in better agreement with the experimental values than are

the results of Pascale and Olson, the velocity dependence is still not

correctly reproduced. These discrepancies seem to be due to

uncertainties in the Na-Xe interaction potentials. Up till now, there

has been no further theoretical calculations of the total cross section

for j-mixing in Na-Ne, Kr, Xe collisions, on the basis of reliable

potentials.

Far-wing profiles of the Na-D lines perturbed by all kinds of rare-

gas atoms were obtained by Gallagher and co-workers in fluorescence

cells.14 In the latter experiments the fluorescence-emission spectrum

was measured using a double-monochromator. At a fixed temperature of 417

K, spectral scans were made at different perturber-gas densities. Due to

the lack of pressure dependence in the experimental spectra of Na-He and

Ne, the latter spectra could not be used for obtaining interaction

potentials. Experiments on higher-lying excited levels were performed in

gas discharges.27 The red Dĵ -line wing, perturbed by Ne, Ar, N2 and Xe,

was measured at 600 K in absorption by McCartan and Farr.2^ However,

these authors did not interpret their results in terms of interaction

potentials. Havey and co-workers1^ measured the fluorescence emission

from the red D^-line wing due to Na-Ne collisions at temperatures

between 140 and 330 K; from this spectrum the XE and the An potentials

were extracted. Neither McCartan et al. nor Havey et al. measured the

blue D2~^ing. Thus, no information concerning the BE potential was

obtained. Using the fluorescence-excitation method for the first time,

Jongerius et al. measured both red and blue far-wings of the Na-Ar, N2

systems at 400 K and 2000 K. From the profiles measured using Ar as a

perturber, these authors extracted a best set of Na-Ar potentials.

In the fluorescence-emission method one analyses the emitted
fluorescence photons spectrally, without being interested in the \
spectral properties of the excitation source. In the fluorescence- |
excitation method, the spectrally integrated fluorescence is measured as I
a function of the excitation wavelength under spectrally well determined \
excitation conditions (e.g., using a narrow-band dye-laser). In chapter |
6 of this thesis, it is shown that the results for collisional
broadening of the Na-D lines obtained with both methods agree. \
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Woerdman et al.3" also measured the far-wing profile of the D-lines in

the presence of Ar and Xe perturbers from the thermal emission of a

discharge at 2000 K under optically thick conditions and observed a

satellite in the extreme blue wings of both systems.

Spectroscopy on bound states in Van der Waals molecules has been

performed for NaNe31'32 and NaAr,33>3* but not for NaKr or NaXe,

probably due to difficulties that arise in the interpretation of the

crowded spectra. Fluorescence-depolarization measurements using

excitation in the far-wing, combined with the far-wing line shape

(satellites), are likely to provide much additional information in the

near future.35,36,37

Other, less common spectroscopic methods for obtaining information

on interatomic forces are fine-structure mixing measurements in the far-

wing,3*' photon echos3' and four-wave mixing.^0 Information about atomic

polarizabilities and gas diffusion measurements can be found in Refs. 45

and 46. For information about the beam experiments we refer to the work

of van Deventer** and van den Berg*' and references therein. These

authors probed ground- and excited-state potentials of Na-Ne, Ar and Xe

with a differential scattering experiment in a crossed atomic beam. At

the same time, Jongerius*3 studied the Na spectrum, perturbed by

collisions with Ar atoms. In order to supplement and extend the

information that emerged from the beam experiments by van Deventer and

van den Berg, we shall focus our attention on the determination of the

shapes of the Na-D lines perturbed by collisions with Ne and Xe atoms.

This thesis has three main themes:

1. We report measurements of collisionally perturbed, "complete"

spectral profiles, i.e. core plus line wings of the Na-D lines, at

the highest possible temperature in a fluorescence cell. Both the

shape of the profiles obtained in these experiments and the

temperature dependence (that emerges from a comparison of our high

temperature results with results at T = 450 K taken from the

literature) give information about the internuclear forces. Neon and

xenon are chosen as perturbing atoms in order to extend and test
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potential shapes that have emerged from earlier beam experiments*** »^^

done in our laboratory. In our measurements we used a fluorescence

cell instead of a flame because neon and xenon are too expensive to

use in flames. Also, unlike flames, the cell is a one-perturber

environment.

2. We discuss possible ways of accurately calculating the cross sections

of all elastic and inelastic processes in our Na- noble-gas system

for any likely shape of the potentials involved. The main purpose of

this discussion is to test these potentials by comparing the

calculated cross sections with experimental data. We also make a

detailed comparison of the measured far-wing profile and the quasi-

static profile* calculated using these potentials.

3. In order to assess the validity of the approximations made in the

theoretical model that was used for calculating the fluorescence-

excitation profiles, we compare the predictions of this model with

our measurements of the polarization and the intensity ratio of the

collision-induced Na-D fluorescence and Rayleigh scattering in an M2~

diluted flame at 1 atm pressure. Using the Utrecht High-resolution

Fourier Interferometer in the visible range, * we separated the

Rayleigh peak and the collision-induced fluorescence, for the first

time at laser detunings within the absorption line width.

This is the profile that is calculated using the quasi-static
approximaton of the collision-broadening theory, in which photon
absorption is assumed to take place at a well-defined intermidear
separation, that is related to the wavelenght. This approximation is
usually valid in the far wing of the line (see e.g. Refs. 1,3).
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C H A P T E R II

The experimental set-up and procedure for oeasuring

fluorescence-excitation profiles

In spite of these father useful properties, we feel

compelled to add a Darning that constructing and

aligning such an instrument is a job for patient men.

ges3 Drummond3 and Gallagher, 1372

2.1. The basic experimental set-up and measuring procedure

4 The basic experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 2.1 on page 14.

Using a periodically chopped narrow-band tunable CW dye-laser we excited

.' Na atoms (the radiator) in collisions with rare-gas atoms (the

I perturber) in a rare-gas filled vapour cell. The laser beam was slightly

;, focused in the centre of the vapour cell by means of a long-focus lens

it and its intensity could be attenuated with neutral-density filters. Fart

j: of the Na fluorescence that was emitted at the beam waist was detected

:•• by a broad-band detection system. By scanning the frequency of the laser

t photons while monitoring the fluorescence intensity (integrated over

I both collision-induced and Rayleigh scattering components) we obtained

,1 the fluorescence-excitation spectrum. Dnder certain experimental

' conditions, this spectrum conforms to the absorption profile in the

? vapour.

Lock-in detection was always used for separating the fluorescence

signal from the thermal background. Another source of background was

laser scattering from Brewster windows and Rayleigh scattering from

perturber-gas atoms. Because the polarization of both trivial and

Rayleigh scattering was almost 100%, we could suppress this background

by placing a polaroid in the fluorescence channel, perpendicular to the

linear polarization vector of the incident laser photons. Using known

cross sections for the depolarization of resonance fluorescence, we

ensured that the influence of this polaroid on the measured
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fluorescence-excitation profiles was less than 1.7% and thus negligible.

With the help of two lenses and a dove prism, the horizontal image of

the fluorescence region in the cell was rotated over 90°, thus enhancing

the illumination of the vertical entrance slit of our monochromator. A

half-wave plate in front of the monochromator was used to rotate the

plane of polarization of the fluorescence to a position that is most

favourable with respect to the polarization sensitivity of our

monochromator.

to pumpt Ma

Fig. 2.1. The basic experimental set-up for the fluorescence-excitation

measurements. Thin lines with arrow: radiation paths, thick lines with

arrow: electrical leads. LB " lecture bottle with rare-gas, V - valve,

Ha - manometer, Ar+ =• argon pump-laser, DL - dye-laser, SA - spectrum

analyser, C • chopper, D - neutral density filter, L • lens, FC -

fluorescence cell, AC - absorption cell, P - polaroid. Dp - dove-

prism, \/2 - half-wave plate, Ho - monochromator, FH • photomultlpller

tube, PA - pre-ampllfler, R - photodiode, LA - lock-in amplifier and

recorder.
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Line shifts due to the interaction of the radiator with the

perturber-gas were obtained by using a perturber-free Na-absorption cell

as a reference. When the absorption profile in this cell and the

fluorescence-excitation profile in the fluorescence cell are measured

simultaneously, the line shift can be extracted accurately with the help

of a computer model fit to both profiles.

2.2. The laser

A Spectra Physics model 170 Ar-ion laser was operated at 3 W single

line (514 nm) power output to pump a tunable CW dye-laser (Coherent

Radiation model 690). The laser bandwidth was narrowed by a 3-layer

birefrlngent filter in the cavity, which caused the output power of the

dye-laser at the maximum of the Rhodamine 6G gain curve to drop from 800

to 500 mW. A procedure for aligning the filters is described in Ref. 3.

The bandwidth could be further reduced by adding three more etalons

(0.1, 2 and 10 mm thick) to the cavity; this caused the laser power to

drop to about 200 mW. The extra etalons were tilted at a small angle to

prevent the occurrence of secondary cavities. Our laser was equipped

with an astigmatic three-mirror cavity configuration.^ However, for our

purposes this mirror set-up is equivalent to a plane parallel circular-

mirror resonator. Let L be the distance between the two mirrors, a the

radius of the (smallest) mirror and \ the approximate wavelength at

which resonance occurs. If the Fresnel number N (= ̂ =r) » 1, we have

for the frequency of the oscillating TEM^. mode:3'0

where vm A + 1 denotes the (A+l)
st root of Jm, the Bessel function of

Even if some perturber-gas is present in this reference cell, the
rates for line shift can still be obtained from the pressure dependence
of the position of the line in the fluorescence-excitation spectrum.

The index n is often omitted.
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order m, and c i s the velocity of l i gh t . Some values of v , are given

in Table 2 . 1 . In Eq. 2.1 the "axial" (longitudinal) modes are counted by

n whereas the "paraxial" modes are counted by m and I (see Refs. 5,6 for

a thorough description of the mode spectra in several kinds of

resonators) .

Tabl* 2.1. Approximate values vm k for the k th root of the mth order

vmk

2.41 5.52 8.65 11.79

3.83 7.02 10.17 13.32

In our set-up we may adopt L = 46.4 cm and a = 0.5 cm. Measurements

were performed with \ = 5.89xlO~5 cm (see Fig. 2 .2) . We therefore have N

= 91, which sa t i s f i e s the above-mentioned condition for the Fresnel

number. Now, the frequency-distance between two adjacent axia l modes is

given by:

Avax = Vl.m.A " vn,m,A = I I ' 2'2a

For the frequency-distance between the dominant (TEHQQ) mode and the

f i r s t paraxial modes we have

if the paraxial mode is TEM^ (the lowest order symmetrical paraxial

mode) and

_ _ _ __ • AC

par 8u LN
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i f the paraxial mode i s TEM1Q ( the lowest order asymmetrical mode).

Subst i tut ing the values from Table 2 .1 and the above-mentioned resonator

dimensions i n Eqs. 2.2a-c we f ind Av = 323 MHz, A v ^ = 2 . 2 1 MHz and
(91 ^^ par

Av = 0 . 7 9 MHz.

Using a high-resolution Fourier interferometer,7 we observed two

lasing modes (Fig. 2.2). the frequency distance between these modes was

Avlag •» 966 ± 30 MHz, obviously 3 times the cavity mode distance Ava .

The modes in between do not show up due to the effects of spatial hole

burning.8»9»10 (More information about the technical aspects of this

effect can be found in Refs. 11, 12 and 13.)

The spectrum was also measured with the help of a homodyne noise

spectrum analyser14 (Fig. 2.3a). The beat at 960 MHz can be seen

clearly. If we have a closer look at the spectrum (Fig. 2.3b), we also

observe a beat at 2.31 ± 0.08 MHz

| 3

<2
>-

n

1

-

-

I

1 1 1

1

1
j JjlILk,

il

1

1

1

-

-

1
5890.0 58904

WAVELENGTH (A)
5890.8

Fig. 2.2. The spectrum of the narrow-band dye-laser as measured with the

Utrecht High-resolution Fourier Interferometer. Two lasing cavity modes

are observed. The negative intensi t ies In this plot are artefacts

Introduced by the Fourier transform.
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Fig. 2.3. a* The spectrum of the
narrow-band dye-laser as measured
with a electronic noise spectrum
analyser with a bandwidth of 1 MHz.

B is background from local radio
transmitter, b. Ihe same with a
magnified frequency scale near 0 MHz
and a band with of 100 kHz.

distance from the self beat at 0 MHz, which i s in good agreement with

the calculated Av • Thus, this weak beat can be ascribed to the
par

lasing of a TEM^ mode (Am = 0, AA = 1). We note the logarithmic

intensity scale in Figs. 2.3a and 2.3b. Therefore, the strength of the

paraxial beat in Fig. 2.3b is only 1% of the strength of the self beat

in Fig. 2.3a. Because of the large width of the self beat at 0 Hz in

Fig. 2.3b, we were not able to observe the lasing of a TEM^Q mode.

Although the diffraction losses of such a mode in our cavity are less

than the losses of a TEMQ^ mode, the actual light output of the mode is

also determined by the gain that is generated in the dye-jet. Here,

dynamical effects in the lasing medium and slight misalignments of the

resonator play an important role.

From an accurate measurement of the frequency in the axial beat we

deduced a cavity mode distance of 323.5 ± 0.3 MHz (= 3.753 ± 0.004 mA),

which was used as a wavelength-difference standard. Tilting the etalons

in the cavity caused both lasing modes to jump to the next mode

simultaneously. By counting these "mode-hops" with the help of an

optical spectrum analyser15 (Tropel model 240, Free Spectral Range -FSR-

= 30 GHz, finesse = 100), we could accurately calibrate our laser

detunings. (An alternative way of calibrating an etalon-tuned dye-laser
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has been described by Beenen et al.16) The optical spectrum anaxyser was

also used for monitoring the Intensity ratio between the two lasing

modes and for ensuring stable laser operation. During the measurement of

one spectrum the Intensity ratio between the two lasing modes varied by

less than 20%.

Broad-band laser operation was obtained by removing the quartz

etalons from the laser cavity. Thus the only frequency-selecting element

left was the 3-layer blrefrlngent filter. In Fig. 2.4a, we show the

spectrum obtained with the Fourier spectrometer. The "Gaussian" overall

structure Is caused by the active blrefrlngent filter and has an FWHM*

of about 250 mA> A large number of distinct lasing cavity modes Is

clearly visible. The frequency distance between two lasing modes is now

5xAvax (thus An = 5 for adjacent lasing modes). Again, intermediate

modes are suppressed due to spatial hole burning. Very small

misalignments of the cavity-optics may cause the spectrum to split into

two parts (Fig. 2.4b). He now obtain two "Gaussian" mode structures

(with centres G^ and G2) which were noticed before by Jongerius, ' each

consisting of several lasing modes. The frequency separation between

lasing modes within each Gaussian structure is again 5xAvax (An = 5).

This rule does not hold for the lasing modes belonging to different

Gaussian structures. Thus we have in structure G2 lasing modes that

would normally be suppressed by the effects of spatial hole burning in

the dye-jet due to the existence of the lasing modes in structure Gj_»

Considering the fixed frequency distance between any axial mode

belonging to Gj and the neighbouring axial mode belonging to G2 in Fig*

2.4b, we suggest that the frequency difference of any two modes that

belong to G^ and G2i respectively, is given by:

Av = vn,0,0 " v(n+l)+5k,0,l

where k = 0,+it±2 etc. Here, the difference in the paraxial-mode number

prevents mode-competition between the longitudinal modes belonging to

*FWHM = Full Width at Half Maximum.



Fig. 2.4. The spectrum of the broad-

band dye-laser measured with the

Fourier Interferometer. Negative

intensities are artefacts produced

by the Fourier transform, a. Optimum

alignment of the cavity, b. Small

misalignment of the cavity, high

pump-power, c. Same misalignment as

in b), but low pump-power.
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different Gaussian structures. Of course, In Fig. 2.4b we can only

observe the shift of one axial cavity mode. The second term in Eq. 2.3b

gives a contribution to the frequency distance that cannot be observed

with the Fourier spectrometer.

The broad-band spectrum as shown in Fig. 2.4b was also measured

with the noise spectrum analyser. The result is shown in Fig. 2.5. Beats

are clearly visible at An = 0,1,2,3 and 4. Due to the limited bandwidth

of the analyser, we could not see the expected dominant beat at SxAv^.

However, it should be noted that the An = 2, 3 beats are weaker than An

= 1, 4 ones. This implies that the frequency rakes of the two Gaussian

structures do not overlap, but are shifted over An = 1. This of course

conforms to Eqs. 2.3a,b and this conclusion is supported by Fig. 2.4b.

The weaker beats at An = 2,3 indicate that still other modes are active,

although with less gain than those described by Eq. 2.3a. The distance

between the two overall structures in Fig. 2.4b is strongly dependent on

the laser power. This feature was also found by Jongerius.*' Trimming

the power of the pump beam to just above threshold caused G2 to move

away from Gx (Fig. 2.4c), whereas Gt did not n»
ve. Therefore, we

tentatively may ascribe the structure within G^ to the TEMQQ modes and'

400 800
Av (MHz) —

1200

Fig. 2.5. The frequency spectrum of the broad-band dye-laser as measured

with the noise spectrum analyser. (B • background, see Fig. 2.3). The

bandwidth of the noise spectrum analyser Is 1 MHz. The spectrum

corresponds to Fig. 2.4b (slight misalignment of the cavity).
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that within G2 to the TEMQJ^ modes. For completeness sake we note that

Bridges et al. measured the oscillations In an Ar+ laser using a ring

resonator and a two-mirror resonator. Although there are large

differences between these lasers and our dye-laser (for Instance, no

stationary hole burning occurs In the ring resonator), their noise

spectra are qualitatively the same as ours. A description of the mode-

spectrum In a broad-band CW dye-laser has also been given by Shirk et

al.19

With the help of a micrometer, the blrefrlngent filter could be

rotated In Its own plane In order to control the central frequency to

within 200 mA. The bandwidth of the broad-band dye-laser could be

neglected in a typical fluorescence-excitation experiment at detunings

larger than 500 mA. Under our experimental conditions, the Na-D lines

had a typical FWHM of 50 mA.

The spatial width of the beam at the centre of the observation

region was measured using the scanning pinhole and the knife-edge

method. Here the intensity distribution in a plane perpendicular to the

beam direction was found to be Gaussian with an FWHM of 0.4 mm. (A

summary of different methods for measuring spatial beam profiles can be

found in Ref. 20.)

2.3. Cell design

2.3 .1 . Description of the ce l l

The fluorescence c e l l was home-made. The following limitations and

requirements were considered in i t s design:

a. Gas temperatures up to 1000 K should be obtainable.

b. The Na-density should be adjustable and Independent of the perturber-

gas temperature. The saturated vapour pressure belonging to about 450

K i s the largest allowed, In order to keep the Na vapour optically

thin. At atmospheric noble-gas pressures, the rates for col l is ions

between Na atoms can then be neglected In comparison to those for Na-

noble-gas coll is ions•

c A stable temperature (+ 5K), and stable Na-density (± 2%) are
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necessary during the time needed for the scanning of a spectrum.

d. Leak-free operation is needed, even after temperature cycling up to

1000 K.

e. No chemical reaction with, or deposition of Na vapour on the windows

is allowed, even at moderately low perturber-gas pressures (0.01

atm).

f. The cell must be easy to take to pieces, to clean and to put

together.

Many designs of fluorescence, absorption and heatpipe cells have

been reported in the literature.21-32 Cells have been constructed that

can be operated at very diverse gas temperatures and pressure ranges.

When performing spectroscopic measurements on highly reactive alkalis

like sodium, most investigators nowadays use either sodium-resistant

glass or sapphire, rather than quartz or pyrex to prevent colouring of

the windows. Generally, the windows are clamped to a stainless-steel

cell body with steel 0-ring seals that ensure a vacuum-tight closure. In

many cases the laser beam is admitted to the interaction zone itself

through a protruding sapphire rod, thus avoiding pre-absorption of laser

photons by Na atoms. Also, especially when fluorescence depolarization

is beeing studied, the fluorescence photons can be picked up with the

help of a sapphire window near the interaction zone, thus preventing

self-absorption. The disadvantages of sapphire windows are not only the

costs, but also the fragility and optical activity of the crystal.

Heatpipe ovens offer the advantage of well-known temperatures and alkali

densities, as well as cool windows. However, they are not suitable for

our purposes because of the Inherent spatial separation of the alkali

and the rare gas in these devices.

Our fluorescence cell is shown in Fig. 2.6. The body of the cell

consists of a stainless-steel cube, with holes drilled into it on all

six sides. A stainless-steel pipe which holds the metallic sodium was

fixed to the bottom and two stainless-steel pipes, with commercial non-

rotatable conflat flanges (Varian model 954-5077) bearing glass
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ARGON-ARC WELD

'A STAINLESS STEEL (AISI3O&)
S GLASS

ALL MEASURES IN

Fig* 2.6. Design of the fluorescence cell (side view; see text for a

description).

viewports (Varian model 954-5127) attached at the Brewster angle, were

fixed to the left- and right-hand side of the cell. Before the viewports

were installed, we mounted two diaphragms (0 2 mm) on the optical axis

inside both side arms so that we could align the laser beam easily and

reproducibly. These diaphragms also minimize leakage of scattered light

from the Brewster windows into the fluorescence region.

At the front, the fluorescence photons emerge through another pipe,

which supports a third viewport fixed perpendicular to this pipe. The

hole opposite this fluorescence viewport serves as a feed-through for a

thermocouple that monitors the gas temperature in the cell. The small

opening on top was used to introduce metallic sodium and was covered

with a vacuum-seal. The vacuum reliability of all these seals was

warranted by copper rings and knife-edges. All flanges provided with

viewports and the flange bearing the gas-thermocouple were heated with

commercial bandelements (Kurval model B2N1AP6). The temperature of these

flanges was measured separately and stabilized by a home-made feed-back

system.33
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For heating the cell body we used four 200 W firerods (Kurval model

ZG1E95), mounted in 4 adjacent holes In the top of the cell body. One

thermocouple was plugged into the cell body near the wall of the gas

chamber; its reading was also stabilized. The stainless-steel pipes

connecting the flanges with the cell body could be heated separately

with the help of kanthal heating wire. The cell was put into a Monolux

box and further insulated using aluminium-oxide blankets (Fiberfax). A

doughnut—shaped piece of copper was cut in two and clamped to the outer

wall of the sodium reservoir using a simple tube catch. Four 150-Watt

firerods (Kurval model ZE1A53) were used to heat these parts. A

thermocouple was fed through the opening between the two halves to

measure the temperature of the thin steel floor that supported the

liquid sodium. This temperature could also be stabilized to a pre-set

value.

A "cold" gas Inlet was constructed by fixing a thin stainless-steel

capillary to the upper part of one of the viewport tubes. The thin wall

of this pipe guaranteed that heat transfer from the cell to the cold

Leybold flanges of the gas inlet was negligible. Due to the small

diameter of this pipe no diffusion and subsequent condensation of sodium

occurred at colder places in the capillary.

2.3.2. Operation and performance of the cell

The cell body could be heated up to 1000 K. and could be kept at

this temperature for several months without difficulties. At 1000 K, the

thermal radiation from the walls became important with respect to the

fluorescence of the optically thin sodium vapour, especially when the

far-wings were excited. When the viewports were kept at 550 K, no

problems such as discoloration of the glass or deposition of condensed

sodium near the windows were encountered. However, we never operated our

cell for extended periods of time at perturber pressures below 5 mbar

because we felt that a high cell temperature combined with a low

perturber-gas pressure would eventually lead to the deposition of Na on

the glass windows and their subsequent discoloration.



The sodium density followed the temperature of the sodium reservoir

only slowly. However, i t did respond appreciably to the temperature of

the c e l l body. At body temperatures below 650 K, no fluorescence was

observed at a l l , irrespective of the reservoir temperature. We can

explain these observations by assuming that a certain amount of sodium

i s trapped in the wall of the gas chamber at lower temperatures and is

released when the temperature of the wall i s raised. A similar

observation about the absorption of potassium in steel at 1000 K has

been made by Gallagher. * As far as we know no solution for this problem

has been given in the literature. At 1000 K (and a fixed Na-reservoir

temperature of 500 K), the vapour in the gas chamber became optically

thick for resonance fluorescence. We then cooled the sodium reservoir to

room temperature in order to cut off the supply of fresh sodium and

allowed small amounts of air to enter the ce l l so that the sodium

density was eff ic iently lowered by oxidation. Within a few minutes after

flushing with air, part of the fluorescence was restored by sodium atoms

emerging from the walls (see Fig. 2 .7) . We could now evacuate the cel l

and either r e f i l l i t with the perturber-gas, or repeat the oxidation

process in order to obtain even lower sodium densities. Thus the ce l l

was usable with Na under optically thin conditions at temperatures

between 700 and 1000 K.

Fig. 2.7. Na outgassing of the
stainless-steel wall of the gas
chamber at T - 990 K. After soae Na
vapour has been removed froa the
cel l at t - 0 by oxidation (see
text) , the Na density is partly
restored due to outgasslng of the
cel l walls. This Is reflected In the
Increasing fluorescence Intensity
produced by a probe laser beam
passing through the cel l .

Equilibrium Is reached after about 3
minutes.
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We found long-term fluctuations in the sodium density; these were

of the order of 20%. These fluctuations were generated by a temperature

drift of 5 K in the gas chamber. However, the time scale of these

fluctuations (several hours) was larger than the time needed for

measuring a single line profile. Using a Rayleigh scattering technique

(see Appendix), we found the sodium density in the fluorescence region

to be (3 + ljxlO11 cm"3, consistent with the established low optical

thickness of the gas.

The temperature measurement in the perturber-gas posed several

problems:

1. The thermocouple inside the evacuated cell gave the same reading as

in a gas-filled cell. Thus, this thermocouple must monitor the

radiation temperature, of the cell walls rather than the gas

temperature. However, due to the presence of several viewports, the

cell chamber is not a perfect black-body.

2. The velocity distribution of the atoms in the gas is not necessarily

in equilibrium with the radiation field in the cell or with the wall

temperature.

3. Heat conduction to the colder thermocouple fastening may lower the

temperature of the thermocouple joint.

4. The thermocouple joint measured a temperature near to, but not in the

fluorescence region.

In order to overcome these problems we measured the gas temperature

by means of Rayleigh scattering from the rare-gas atoms. Using a variant

of this method (see, e.g., Refs. 35-37) we obtained spatially resolved

information on the gas temperature in exactly the region where the

fluorescence originates (see Appendix). From these gas scattering

experiments we found that the heating of fresh cold gas was almost

immediate. This was confirmed by the absence of a measurable pressure

increase whenever a hot cell was refilled with cold gas. Furthermore, we

observed no dependence of the gas temperature on the rare-gas density at

fixed wall temperature. Therefore, we conclude that heat transfer

between rare-gas atoms and the inner wall of our cell is a very fast

process and is very efficient.
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APPKHDIX

Spectroscoplc •eaaareaent of rare-gas temperature

and sodlua density In a fluorescence cell

We can calibrate sodium density and rare-gas temperature absolutely

with the help of two different relative measuring methods.

Because of the geometry of the cold and warm regions in our cell,

the respiration effect38 is negligible. Therefore, the gas pressure, PQ1

in the cold region (temperature and density TQ and nQ respectively)

equals that of the warm region (Tlf nx) and we have from the ideal gas

law:

po " "\.kTo " nlkTl» A-1o " "\.kTo " nlkTl»

where k is Boltzmann's constant. The intensity of the Rayleigh

scattering (1) is essentially proportional to the density of the rare-

gas atoms in the scattering volume. So if we compare the Rayleigh

scattering intensity I± obtained at the unknown temperature Tj with the

intensity Io obtained when the gas is at room temperature (To) we can

write:

Xo no Tl . ,

1 1 o

The intensity of the laser-light scattering was measured at

different wavelengths and as a function of the perturber-gas pressure;

in this way we could correct for trivial scattering and make sure that

there was no pressure-dependent temperature- We also ensured that the

light scattering from Na atoms was negligible. A typical result is given

in Fig. A.I. The wavelength dependence of the scattering from the rare-

gas was used as an extra check on the reliability of the method. At each

For a description of Rayleigh scattering and its links with other
scattering phenomena, see Refs. 39, 40.
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of the wavelengths used, we f irs t scaled the scattering data measured at

T̂  to those at To by multiplying them by a common, wavelength-

Independent, factor. This factor was obtained by calculating the ratios

of the slopes of the best-f i t lines for Tj and To at each wavelength In

Fig. A.I, and by taking the mean of the three ratios thus obtained.

Next, In Fig. A.2 we plotted the mean slopes ( i . e . the Rayleigh

scattering intensity per unit gas density 6IRg/6n), corrected for the

wavelength dependence of the response G(\) within the fluorescence

Fig. A.I. Rayleigh scattering, IRG,
by xenon atoms In the fluorescence
cell as a function of the Xe
pressure. The drawn lines give the
scattering Intensity at room
temperature, Whereas the broken
lines were measured at an elevated
temperature. Measurements were
performed using three different
laser wavelengths. The residual
Intensity at zero pressure Is due to
scattering from the walls and
BrewBter windows and Is found to be
Independent of the temperature.

500
p (mbar)

1000



3 L f

Fig. A.2. The wavelength dependence

of the cross section for Rayleigh

scattering from rare-gas atoms.

IRQ/C(A.) IS the measured scattering

intensity, corrected for the

spectral respons of the detection

channel and n is the rare-gas

density. The best-fit drawn line is

made to pass through the origin of

the plot.

channel, against \~* . Clearly, the well-known theoretical wavelength

dependence of the cross section for Rayleigh scattering from the rare-

gas atoms is confirmed in Fig. A.2. We can thus reliably identify the

common scaling factor with the temperature ratio To/T^ sought, described

in Eq. A.2.

Once T̂  i 8 known, one can easily calculate the density n̂  from Eq.

A.U The differential cross section (do/dQ)RG (Q is solid angle) for

Rayleigh scattering of optical photons from rare-gases at frequency u

(» 2wv) far from resonance is given in SI units by 36,37,40.

A.3
RG

with

o(u) - 3 A. 4

Here t and e are the linear polarisation unit-vectors of incident and
8

detected scattered photons respectively, indices "e" and "i" stand for

excited and Initial (ground) state with statistical weights gft and g^



respectively, c Is the velocity of light and e and m are the electronic

charge and mass respectively. The sum in Eq. A.4 is over all dipole-

allowed states "e" (including the continuum), with energies huie and

oscillator strengths f^e» The symbol a(u) stands for the frequency-

dependent polarizability, and is approximated to within 1% by37:

a(o>) - a(0) [1 + (^)2] , A.5

where a(0) is the static polarizability and tlw. the ionization energy

(values for a(0) and u>, are to be found in Ref. 37).

The theoretical cross section for the scattering of radiation from

an alkali atom near resonance, but outside the collisionally broadened

line core, is given by Nienhuls.*1* After some rewriting we obtain in SI

units:

,do\ fl
 Se e 2 fie 2̂ 2 J*

Here fie and ge are the oscillator strength and the statistical weight

of the Na-D doublet respectively and ^ is the weighted mean of the

resonance frequencies ii)]y2 and 013/2 of the Dx and the D 2 line

respectively.

Using near-wing excitation of the Na-D lines (600 GHz < Aw < 6000

GHz), we measured the Rayleigh scattering intensity at several

frequencies by resolving the fluorescence spectrum with a scanning

narrow-band monochromator. At large detunings, the scattering from the

Na-atoms becomes negligible compared to that from the rare-gas atoms

alone (IRG) and the trivial laser scattering (IJR) obtainable from the \

zero pressure limit in Fig. A.I. Correcting the scattering intensity at <

I
* !

More information about Rayleigh scattering outside the line core can £
be found in Refs. 42,43 and 44. Ref. 45 contains information about |
Rayleigh scattering at detunings within the (collisionally broadened) \
line core. •

i
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smaller detunings for IRg and LjR, we obtain the vigorously frequency-

dependent scattering intensity INa from the Na-doublet states (see also

Refs. 42-44). From the known absolute density of the rare-gas atoms nRG>

we now obtain the sodium density in the observation region:

Via

A thorough discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of

measuring temperatures by means of the Rayleigh scattering technique has

been given by Elder et al. ̂  Densities of trace elements like Na can

still be measured if excitation takes place near a resonance frequency.

However, in this case good spectroscopic resolution of the emission

spectrum is needed in order to exclude the (often abundant) collision-

induced fluorescence. The large amount of collision-induced fluorescence

of course may give an even more sensitive indication of the density of

the trace element. However, detailed knowledge of several collisional

relaxation rates is needed for the interpretation of this intensity

(e.g., rates for line broadening and -shift, quenching, depolarization

and -possibly- fine-structure mixing).
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C H A P T E R III

A study of collisional broadening of the Na-D lines

by neon and xenon perturbers

1. The line core

. . . experiment has shown that in every case thus far

examined the width of the spectral lines diminishies)

with the pressure in an approximately linear proportion

towards a constant limiting value.

- Miahelson, 133b

3.1* Introduction

During the last 20 years numerous papers have appeared dealing with

laser spectroscopic studies of collisional effects in the spectral line

shapes of alkali atoms. A nice review of the experimental and

theoretical achievements in the field has recently been published by

Allard and Kielkopf (1982). Started originally in a semi-quantitative

manner, the classical collision-model (Deleage et al. 1973, Kunth et al.

1975, Spielfiedel et al. 1979 and references therein) has been developed

up to levels that are fully competitive with the results of the (exact)

quantummechanical treatments (Reid 1973, Wilson and Shimon! 1975,

Spielfiedel and Roueff 1981). For a thorough test of these theories,

accurate experimental values of cross sections for several kinds of

collisional effects were needed, as well as reliable interaction

potentials. (Note that we come here across a vicious circle, as the

potentials were usually modelled from the experimental data with the use

of these theories.) The Na-He collision pair was employed as a testing

ground by calculating collisional line broadening and -shift (Bottcher

et al. 1975, Deleage et al. 1973, Kunth et al. 1975, Wilson and Shimoni

1975, Spielfiedel and Roueff 1981, Roueff 1972, Lwin et al. 1976), fine-

structure mixing (also called: j-mixing)(Bottcher et al. 1975, Masnou-

Seeuws and McCaroll 1974, Masnou-Seeuws 1970, Reid 1973, Lewis and

McNamara 1972), depolarization (Bottcher et al. 1975, Masnou-Seeuws and



Table 3.1. Experimental decermlnatloas of the line broadening (2y) and

-shift (6) rate-coefficients of the Na-D lines perturbed by Ne and Xe at

450-500 K.

Ref.

1

2

3

4

5

(lO-^ca"1

Dl
2.79+0.21

3.0910.06

3.1610.14

2.6510.17

3.14+0.08

(atom.cm"3]"1)

D2

2.4610.26

2.6210.06

3.0410.10

2.6910.17

2.8710.08

Xenon

-6 (10"20cm"1[atom.cm"3]"1)

Dl
O.585±O.O40

0.54210.036

D2

0.74510.040

0.60410.019

-2y/6

ul "2

4.77fO.5O 3.3010.38

5.8410.47 5.0310.24

0.8810.11

0.8510.03

0.9610.03

1.0U0.02

0.9110.04

Neon

0"20cm"12y (10"20cm"1(atoi».cm"3J"1)"3J"1) -6 -2y/6

Ref.
1

2

3

4
5

1

1

1

1

1

"1
.21±0.11

.4810.03

.0110.03

.2010.08

.0810.04

D2
1.5310.11

1.3410.02

1.1310.19

1.2610.08

1.1810.05

Dl D2

0.32910.023 0.33910.015

0.26710.021 0.37610.052

3.6610.40 4.5010.35

3.8010.32 3.0010.65

2Y2/2T1

1.2610.13

0.9110.03

1.1210.03

1.06±0.01

1.1210.06

T

1. McCartan and Farr (1976): White light absorption.

2. Chatham, Gallagher and Lewis (1980): Fluorescence-excitation.

3. Kielkopf (1980): White light absorption.

4. Kachru, Hossberg and Hartmann (1980): Photon echo.

5. Walkup et al. (1981): Fluorescence-excitation.

475 (±15) K

450 K

450 (+20) K

450 K

450 K
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McCaroll 1974, Reid 1975, Lewis and McNamara 1972, Masnou-Seeuws and

Roueff 1972, Wilson and Shimoni 1975) and the shape of the far wings

(Havey et al. 1980, PontiuB and Sando 1983) using theoretical or

empirical potentials and for comparing these results with accurate

experimental findings of laser spectroscopy (Allard and Kielkopf 1982

and references therein, Havey et al. 1980, York et al. 1975). From these

studies, the theoretical understanding of the above mentioned collision

processes was well established at the beginning of this decade. Due to

the higher complexity of the Na-Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe interaction, agreement

between theory and experiment in these systems lagged behind. Still in

1981 Walkup et al. (1981a) stated that the Na-D lines should continue to

be a testing ground for (line broadening) calculations, because for the

first time accurate potentials have come available. This statement was

repeated by Lewis (1983). Recently, crossed atomic beam experiments on

the Na-Ne, Ar, Xe systems have been performed in our laboratory in order

to test the ground- and lowest excited-state potentials (van Deventer

1980, 1982; van den Berg 1983, 1984, 1985). From these studies, in which

the latest interaction potentials were reviewed, accurate potential

curves emerged. This information can be used and extended in

interpreting fluorescence-excitation spectra, as measured for the Na-Ar

system by Jongerius in our laboratory lately (Jongerius et al. 1981a-c).

Here, we want to focus our attention on the Na-Ne and Na-Xe interaction.

In this chapter we examine collisions that affect spectral

properties in the line core, whereas in the next chapter, the line wings

will be investigated (Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986b). By using the best

available potentials and an appropriate semi-classical theory, we try to

obtain agreement with as many observables (measured by others and

ourselves) as possible. For Ne and Xe perturbers, several line core

measurements have been reported at a temperature of 450-500 K in vapour

cells, using white light absorption spectra (McCartan and Farr 1976,

Kielkopf 1980), fluorescence-excitation spectra (Walkup et al. 1981,

Chatham et al. 1980), fluorescence-emission spectra (West and Gallagher

1978) and photon echos (Kachru et al. 1980). The results are collected

in Table 3.1. It is seen that the published values of the line
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broadening rate-coefficients (i.e., the rate for line broadening divided

by the perturber density) are not very consistent, whereas the results

for the line shifts also differ considerably. It is especially

noteworthy that no line shift measurements have ever been performed with

the (accurate) fluorescence-excitation method, although Kielkopf (1980)

notes that the experimental shifts are in less satisfactory agreement

with available calculations than are the line broadening data. The

mutual differences in line broadening as well as line shift rate-

coefficients for xenon perturbers may result from the large asymmetry of

the Na-D lines in this case. This asymmetry distorts the line shape and

may introduce errors in the derivation of the broadening and shift

parameters, depending on the apparatus profile used. Recently, renewed

attention has been given to the interaction between Doppler- and

collisional broadening at large ratios of perturber- to radiator mass

(Berman 1972, Ward and Cooper 1974, McCartan and Lwin 1977, Harris et

al. 1984), which could possibly explain part of the the asymmetry in the

line core. Of course, collision-time effects also account for

asymmetries in the line core and near wings (Walkup et al. 1981,

Jongerius et al. 1981b, Szudy and Baylis 1975, 1977).

To our knowledge, no quantummechanical or semi-classical

calculations of line broadening or -shift using potentials other than

those of Fascale and Vandeplanque (1974) have been published for Na-Ne,

Xe. Also, the velocity dependence (I.e., the temperature dependence) of

collisional line broadening and -shift of these systems have not yet

been investigated experimentally, except for the Na-Ne system, where the

D 2 broadening has also been measured at 10,000 K (Baird et al. 1979).

All experiments on depolarization were performed at 500 K (Lewis

1980, Baylis 1978b and references therein), but no experimental

information on the velocity dependence of these cross sections has been

obtained. On the other hand, the absolute value and velocity dependence

of the fine-structure mixing cross sections in Na-Ne, Xe systems have

thoroughly been studied by experimentalists (Apt and Pritchard 1976,

1979, PhillipB et al. 1977) as well as theoreticians (Masnou-Seeuws

1970, Pascale and Olson 1975). Further quantal results based on more

reliable potentials for Na-Xe were obtained by de Vries (1984a), who
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calculated depolarization and j-mixing cross sections from the

potentials of Czuchaj and Sienkiewicz (1979). However, due to the large

amount of computer work needed for a close-coupling calculation in this

heavy-perturber system, these calculations were only done at rather low

collision energies, corresponding to temperatures below 500 K; this

limitation kept the author from computing a reliable Maxwellian average

of the cross sections. Thus, no confrontation with experimental results

in bulk systems could be made*

In the present paper we will present experimental information on

the temperature dependence of broadening, shift and asymmetry of both D-

lines, as well as calculations based on the most recent interaction

potentials that were confirmed by other experimental methods (van

Deventer 1980; van Deventer et al. 1982; van den Berg 1984; van den Berg

et al. 1983, 1984, 1985). The theoretical model that we applied is based

on an idea of Nikitin (1965), who described the course of an inter-

atomic collision as a succession of distinct Hund's cases of coupling

between the various angular momenta. We have used the "complete" semi-

classical model in which the Hund's cases develop naturally during the

collision. This model has originally been derived by Roueff (1972, 1974)

and has extensively been applied to Na-He collisions. Lewis and McNamara

(1972) have published a simpler model based on the same idea, but

assuming the Hund's cases to change instantaneously at preset

internuclear distances, thu~ defining "transition shells". Calculations

on line width and -shift using this latter model have been performed by

Lwin et al. (1976) for Na-He, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe on the basis of the

Pascale and Vandeplanque (1974) potentials, and by Jongerius et al.

(1981b) for Na-Ar on the basis of the same potentials as well as a

modified set of potentials. The Nikitin model was used for the

interpretation of angular undulations in the results of the velocity-

selected differential scattering experiments in atomic beams, performed

by Carter et al. (1975) (Masnou-Seeuws et al. 1979 and van den Berg et

al. 1984, 1985). In both the "shell" (or "sudden") and "complete" semi-

classical model, the nuclear motion is calculated classically (e.g., by

using the straight-path approximation), whereas the electrons are
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quantummechanically treated under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.

Even for very light perturbers like He and Ne, the results of this

method have been shown to be in good agreement with the fully quantal

calculations (Pontius and Sando 1983 and van den Berg and Mor gens tern

1984). A comprehensive review of the semi-classical theory may be found

in the articles by Allard and Kielkopf (1982) and Roueff (1974); for a

description of the quantal methods we refer to Reid (1973) and Wilson

and Shimon! (1975).

3.2. Theory

3.2.1. The S-matrix description

Since we work at densities well below 10^° atoms/cm^, we may safely

adopt the binary-collision approximation and neglect three-body

interactions (West and Gallagher 1978; West, Shuker and Gallagher 1978).

Furthermore, theories for the description of line broadening and -shift

are normally developed under the impact approximation (for a summary,

see Schuller and Behmenburg 1974 and Alkemade et al. 1982). This

approximation implies that Aw « T C where Aw (* 2-uAv) is the detuning

from resonance of the emitted or absorbed photon and tc the duration of

a collision. Although often mixed, the terms "line core" and "impact

regime" are not equivalent, for the line width grows with perturber

pressure, whereas the definition of the impact regime depends only on

the collision duration xc, as long as tc is much smaller than the time

t£C between two successive collisons.

For the calculation of the collisional relaxation rates in the

impact approximation we may use the semi-classical S-matrix description

(Baylis 1978a). Let the total Hamiltonian H as a function of time t be

given by:

H(t) - HQ + ?(t), 3.1

with E, the Hamiltonian of the free Na-atom vrtiile V(t) describes the
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time-dependent interaction with the rare-gas atom. We then can define
the time evolution operator O by:

where H i s Planck's constant (divided by 2%) and I the identity matrix.

The evolution operator in the interaction representation, 0^ obeys:

d O i i
^ "If*!"'*! with n±(t—«) = I, 3.3

where

V±(t) = e . V(t).e . 3.4

For the scattering matrix we then have:

- V. (t)
S = fl^t—) = 0t exp{-ij dt -ig } , 3.5

—CD

where 0 t denotes the Dyson time-ordering operator. Once we have obtained

the S-matrix, rate-coefficients for collisional l ine broadening (2-y) and

-shift (6) of a radiator perturbed by an atomic coll ision may be

obtained from (Schuller and Behmenburg 1974):

Y + 16 = J v f(v)dv / db 2ub[l - n(b,v)] , 3.6a
0 0

where for a transition between two non-degenerate levels we would have:

) . 3.6b

Here <j>(b,v) is the phase shift at t = «, due to one (completed)

collision, b the impact parameter, v the relative velocity and f(v) the

Maxwell velocity distribution. In all our calculations we have adopted

the straight path approximation while assuming a constant relative

velocity of the collision partners throughout the collision. In the case

of the collision between an excited alkali atom (initially in a state
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wlth quantum number j for the total electronic angular momentum) and a

ground-state rare-gas atom, where the interaction is anisotropic, n(b,v)

can be obtained from (Cooper 1967):

m ,mf,M f e
. 3.6c

= I <e|S|e><f|s"1|f> ,
e,f

where the sum is taken over all substates e of the excited atom and all

substates f of the ground state.

The cross sections for fine-structure mixing (j * k), polarization

transfer (j -»• k) and polarization relaxation are obtained from:

t °>

oL(.3 -> k) = - 2n / b db /^(j -»• k) 3.7

and

k) = I (-l)J-k+n-m ( ^ J k , ) ( J m J J,)<kn|S|jm><kn' |S|jm«>*-6kj,
M,n',n , _

m,m« 3 * 8

where k i s the quantum number for the t o t a l e l e c t r o n i c angular momentum

of the other doublet component and L g i v e s the mul t ipo le component of

the r e l a x a t i o n . The components with L = 0 , 1 , 2 represent r e l a x a t i o n of

the occupation, orientation and alignment, respectively. We note that

the "probability" function AL(J -> k) is dependent on both v and b and

that in certain cases negative cross sections may appear from Eq. 3.7

(e.g. for the orientation transfer process). Collislonal quenching of

the excited state is not taken into account by this description (which

is a good approximation in Na- rare-gas systems).

The normalization of the set of spherical tensors that is used in

the derivation of Eq. 3.8 is in accordance with the definition of Omont

(1977). In this case the relation between the tensor polarizabilitles
TLM(J) f o r L = °»1 a n d t t i e orientation of the j-vector is given by

(Baylis 1978b):
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T00(J) " C0(j).I . C0(j) = {j^}* 3.9a

^ . 3.9b

(The relations that apply to the higher multlpole components were also

given by Baylls 1978b.) As a result of Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8, the cross
* 1 3

section CJQOT •* y) for fine-structure mixing from the j = 1/2 state to

the j = 3/2 state will be the same as that for the opposite

process aQ{j •*• -j) because ^ ( i + A ) = /^(l + ^.). Thus, the different

degeneracies of the levels are accounted for within the prefactors

CL(j)» Another definition, which is commonly used by experimentalists,

is to take CQ(j) = (̂ (j) = 1. In order to distinguish the results that

are obtained using this definition from those that follow from the

definition of Omont (Eqs. 3.9), we omit the prime if the results are

obtained using C0(j) = (̂ (j) = 1- We obtain:

a0 (I +& = n 0Ol(T*T> 3 ' 1 0 a

a0(2" + 1 } = 71 ao'(2" + T} 3*10b

^(y •!> = ̂ 10 ^ ' ( i + f) 3-10c

' ' l ^ ^ 2"} = 7 l 0 °l' (2 * 2 } ' 3 a O d

The unprimed theoretical cross sections for j-mixing satisfy:

°o<-i + b -2°o$ + b • 3- l la

From this relation we note that the energy difference (hug) between both

levels is not taken into account. This is a direct result of the adopted

approximations concerning the movement of the nuclei. At very low

temperatures, when the j = 3/2 state is not thermally accessible from

the j = 1/2 state, our calculated ao(l/2 + 3/2) will clearly be wrong.

Here, from the microscopic reversibility relation we have (Alkemade et

al. 1982):

(V)• )
2 a.(i • I ;V) - 2(v")2 an(| • t ;V) , 3.11b
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where v1 and v" denote the initial and the final relative velocity in

the endothermic process respectively. We note that the detailed balance

relation between the thermal rate-constants <k> (which holds in a

Maxwell gas only) can be used to obtain information about the thermal

(phenomenological) cross section on only (see Alkemade et al. 1982):

, 3=12

where the brackets denote a Maxwell-averaged quantity. However, in the

Appendix we show that under certain conditions a simple relation between

the phenomenological cross section on and the microscopic cross section

a(v) exists.

Apart from Eq. 3-l la, the cross sections in Eqs. 3.10 also satisfy:

°1^Y * 2̂  ™ 1OcJi^2 * 2* ' 3 " 1 3

The cross sections that are obtained from Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8 which

describe collisions that do not change the quantum number j of the

radiator (k=j), are written as aL(j). These cross sections pertain to

the disorientation of the state with j=l/2, a, (y) , and the
3 3

disorientation and disalignment of the state with j=3/2, cr-Os-) and a™(y)

respectively, as well as the relaxation of the octopole, a-,(y) •

Furthermore, we note that these cross sections refer to the "total"

depolarization rates; i . e . they include the loss of the populations. We

', therefore have for the j = 1/2 level:

1 1 3. r l 3 3 , .
,; °lfy * °0(2 * 2> > a l ( 2 * 2> 3 * U

I and for the j = 3/2 level

I aL(|) > aQ{j * j) > a^j * j) with L = 1,2,3 . 3.15

\ The relation between the cross sections for m -̂mixing by elastic

I collisions and the multipole relaxation can be found in Elbel et al.

•;• (1974).
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3 .2 .2 . Calculation of the S-matrix and numerical stabil ity

The numerical s tabi l i ty of the theoretical model has received

considerable attention, for It was observed by Jongerius et a l . (1981b)

that significant differences occurred between their calculations of line

width and -shift in Na-Ar collisions and those of Lwln et a l . (1976),

although both authors used exactly the same equations and the same

interaction potentials. In this section we calculate the semi-classical

S-matrix for a col l is ion of Na with Xe, and extract the cross sections

for the multlpole relaxation and line broadening and - sh i f t . The cross

sections for depolarization thus obtained are compared with the close-

coupling calculations by de Vries (1984a). To make this comparison more

direct , we apply the same potentials that were used by this author

( e . g . , data from Czuchaj and Sienkiewicz 1979). Differences between our

results and those of de Vries must thus be due to either the physical

model or to computational uncertainties.

Consider Fig. 3 .1 . Integration of the SchrSdinger equation 3.2 can

be performed in a rotating "molecule-fixed" frame where the Z-axis l i e s

in the direction of the internuclear axis during the whole col l i s ion or

H*. 3.1. Coordinate systems for Integration of the Schr'ddlnger
equation. The moving particle follows a straight-path trajectory, the
direction of Its velocity v Is parallel to the x-axls. The impact
parameter and Internudear distance are denoted by b and R,
respectively.
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in a "laboratory-fixed" frame where the z-axis i s space-fixed and

usually taken to be perpendicular to the col l i s ion plane* In the former

description, Coriolis forces enter explicit ly into the Hamiltonian,

whereas in the latter, the time dependence of the angle of rotation of

the internuclear axis i s introduced* We found that solving the

Schrbdinger equation is numerically more stable in the laboratory-fixed

frame than in the rotating frame. In the laboratory frame we have for

the interaction V± (Roueff 1974):

= <V> I + f A + W , 3.16

where

3 vn

and

3.17a

f - vn) 3.17b

are both determined by the eigenvalues of the electrostatic part of the

Hamiltonian, on the basis of the excited molecular

states U , |m |> = [1,1> and [l,0> ( V and V , respectively). These

eigenvalues are dependent on the internuclear distance R(b,t) and wi l l

be referred to as the "electrostatic" potentials. Furthermore,

0

0

0
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0
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0
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4 0
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3.17c

and
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-ti(o,
'0

0
0

1
1 3.17d

are operators on the base of the six excited magnetic substates [j,m.>,

with j = 1/2, 3/2 ( [I,I>; [i,- I>; [|,|>; [|,I>; [|,- ^> and

[•=-,- •=> respectively). The atomic fine-structure splitting is denoted

by hh)Q. The angle c|i is defined in Fig. 3.1.

Using Eqs. 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.10, 3.16 and 3.17, we obtain

information on all relevant velocity-dependent cross sections from the

solution of Eq. 3.3 under the assumption of the straight trajectory

approximation for the movement of the nuclei. We note that in practical

cases only two "electrostatic" potentials are needed to describe the

collision process. (If hu)0 is a constant for all relevant R, there is a

redundancy in the three adiabatic potentials; see also the remarks at

the end of this section.) In Fig. 3.2a we show an example of the semi-

classically calculated transition probability for j-mixing at vre^ = 696

m/s (equivalent to a temperature of about 450 K or a collision energy of

0.055 eV), compared with the dose-coupling calculations of de Vries

(Fig. 3.2b). Although at small impact parameters the semi-classical

model obviously breaks down, the oscillations at large impact parameters

are well reproduced. Due to the weighting factor b in Eq. 3.7, the

latter part of the probability function is much more important for the

determination of the cross section. We found that both the magnitude and

the velocity dependence of our semi-classical results are in good

agreement with the values that were reported by de Vries (see e.g. Fig.

3.11f, to be presented in section 3.5). Applying several tests to the

stability of our integration procedures, we found that the numerical

error in the computation of all relaxation rate-coefficients was less

than 2%, except for the line shift and orientation transfer where the

For cases of light perturbers and low temperatures, minor deviations
from the straight path may be observed (Masnou-Seeuws and McCaroll 1974;
Dimitryevic 1984).
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v = 696m/s

Fig. 3-2. Comparison of the semi-classical probability for fine-

structure mixing AQ(1/2 -» 3/2) (shown in a) and its quantummechanlcal

counterpart o^ taken from de Vries (1981a) (shown in h). The semi-

classical cross section is calculated using Eq. 3.7, whereas the

quantunmechanical cross section is obtained from QQ(1/2 * 3/2)

- I(2A+1)OQ. Na-Xe potentials from Czuchaj et al. (1979) were used in

both calculations•
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uncertainty was found to be 4%. By far the largest part of these

uncertainties was introduced at the integration of the functions A over

the impact parameter (Eq. 3.7). Another uncertainty lies in the

extrapolation of this function to zero impact parameter. Still, the

combined computational error in any of the theoretical cross sections is

not larger than that in the experimental results (see section 3.4).

The relation between the "electrostatic" potentials V^ and Vj,

(where the electron spin is not taken into account) on the one hand and

the more complete (adiabatic) potentials E^, E 2 and Eo (which include

the electron spin) on the other, is obtained by diagonalizing the

interaction ^ with respect to an atomic basis set without taking into

account the rotational coupling (i.e. the matrix elements in Eq. 3.17c

that contain the angle t\>, see e.g. de Vries 1984a). The resulting in-

dependent eigenvalues are:

E = <V> + f + — — - {(f + ) + 8f } 3.18a

E 2 = <V> + f + -—- + {(f + - ^ - ) 2 + 8f2}* 3.18b

and

E = <V> - 2f +1iu>0 • 3.18c

At small internuclear distances R, where f » Tiu>Q , the eigenvalues E of

the Hamiltonian are often denoted by:

3 a 8 d

and

• V + fiM. . 3.18f
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3.2.3. Conclusions concerning the calculations

In Figs. 3.11e,f (to be presented later in section 3.5) we have

plotted the total cross sections for j-mixing and depolarization as a

function of the relative velocity v, which was assummed to be constant

during the collision with a Xe atom (see upper abscissa scale, to be

used for the velocity-selected information). The upper abscissa scale

in this figure (and the alike) is linked to the lower abscissa scale by

the definition of an equivalent temperature:

T -SSL- 3.19
eq 8k '

where k is Boltzmann's constant, and \i is the reduced mass of the

collision system. For a comparison of the calculated results with the

phenomenological cross sections that were obtained at temperature T (see

section 3.5), we may now use the approximation T = Te (see the

Appendix). After the conversion of the collisional energy (used by de

Vries) to the relative internuclear velocity v, we could compare the

results of this author directly with our findings (thus without Maxwell

averaging of the cross sections). In almost every case, including the
1 3

endothermic an^2 * T^' w e found good agreement between both

calculations, except in the case of the disalignment cross section

02(3/2) of the j = 3/2 state at low temperatures, where the semi-

classical result turns out to be slightly too high. We should note

however, that at very low temperatures the straight-path approximation

may become doubtful (Masnou-Seeuws and McCaroll 1974) and bouncing off

the repulsive part of the potential may cause a somewhat lower

disalignment in very close collisions at small impact parameters. This

explanation is supported by some depolarization experiments where an

increase of the polarization was found when exciting the far line wing

(thus selecting close collisions) (Lewis et al. 1983, Alford et al.

1984). The influence of the potential on the final result is also shown

The straight-path, constant-velocity approximation was made in all our
Na-Ne and Na-Xe calculations.
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in Figs. 3.11e,f. In Fig. 3.11f we have added a close-coupling

calculation by Pascale and Olsen (1975) for the j-tnixing, based on

Pascale and Vandeplanque potentials. Our semi-classical result for this

cross section (not shown in this plot) obtained with the same

potentials, is in perfect agreement with the values of Pascale and

Olson. For comparison, the relevant part of both sets of adiabatic

potentials is shown in Fig. 3.3. (drawn and broken curves for the

potentials by Czuchaj and Sienklewicz 1979 and Pascale and Vandeplanque

12
R (A)

Fig. 3.3. Adiabatic Na-Xe potentials. We show the internuclear region

that is mainly responsible for the line broadening, depolarization and

fine-structure mixing and partly for the line shift (see section 3.3).

The ground-state potential is vertically shifted over an arbitrary

distance. The excited-state potentials are shifted together over another

arbitrary energy distance. The potential values at R + « are indicated

by an open circle.

Czuchaj et al. (1979), (set 1).

Pascale et al. (1974), (set 2).

Nieuwestceg et al. (1986b), (set 4).
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1974 respectively). The dotted lines are experimentally determined

adiabatic potentials obtained from measurements in the line wing

(Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986b, Jongerius 1986). In Figs. 3.11 we give the

Maxwell-averaged results, <cr(v)> (see also the Appendix), obtained with

these latter potentials.

In addition to the fine-structure mixing and depolarization

results, we plotted our theoretical values for line broadening and

-shift in Na-Xe collisions in Figs. 3.11a-d. Although only small

differences between the potentials of Pascale and Vandeplanque and those

of Czuchaj and Sienkiewicz exist in the internuclear region of interest,

we nay see that the inaccuracy of the semi-classically calculated cross

sections due to model- and numerical errors is less than the inaccuracy

introduced by uncertainties in the interatomic potentials.

3.3. Choice of the potentials aad indication of the relevant regions

We chose the most reliable potentials available in the literature

for comparing the absolute value and temperature dependence of the

measured and the calculated cross sections. In section 3.2 it was shown

that the semi-classical model used for calculating relaxation rates from

interatomic potentials was accurate up to errors in the order of 2% for

line width and 4% for the line shift and that the error due to the

extrapolation of the function A(b,v) to zero impact parameter is

negligible. Larger discrepancies with experimental values should thus be

ascribed to inaccuracies in (one or more of) the used potentials at the

relevant internuclear distance.

Na-Ne case

Recently, van den Berg et al. (1983, 1984, 1985) have performed a

profound study of the Na-Ne interaction potentials, taking all kinds of

experimental and theoretical information into consideration. Using

spectroscopic data, calculated model potentials and a subtle

interpretation of their own scattering experiments, these authors were

able to test the shape of the onset of the repulsive part, as well as to
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glve Information about values for the position and depth of the well In

the XE, An and BE potentials. Thus the Na-Ne potentials are well tested

In the lnternuclear region near the well and the onset of the repulsive

branch.

Na-Ne

t

fc?

5r

-5

0

Na-Ne

10 15

Fig. 3.4. The collisional width («) aud shift (b) functions (cf. Eqs.

3.6) versus the Impact parameter b, for the Na-D2 line. Collisions at

relative velocity v - 941 m/s between a Na and a Ne atom, are treated

using potentials of Gottscho et al. (1981).
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We first calculated as a trial the function b x [ l -n(b.v)] that

occurs in Eq. 3.6a for the rate-coefficients of l ine broadening and

-sh i f t from Gottscho's potentials (Gottscho et al . 1981) at a typical

relative velocity of 1000 m/s (Teq= 500 K), to appoint the internuclear

region that i s responsible for the l ine broadening and - sh i f t . The

results are shown in Fig. 3.4. We see that the line broadening is

sensit ive to the potentials at internuclear distances between about 4

and 9 A ( i . e . including the well of XE, the well and the repulsive part

of BE and the "outside" region of the An wel l ) , whereas the shift probes

potentials between about 6 and 13 A (essential ly the outer region of a l l

potentials) . From the results of additional calculations on

depolarization and j-mixing functions (see Eqs. 3.7,3.8) we find that

these processes are generated in about the same internuclear region as

the l ine broadening. Thus, the repulsive branches of the X£ and An

potentials are not probed In the experiment that i s to be described in

this chapter. For the comparison between experiment and theory, we

Table 3.2. Definition of the potential sets for the Na-Ne,Xe

Interactions, that were used as Input to the calculations of relaxation

rates in the line core ( i . e . , line broadening and -shift , mj-o>ixlng and

j-mixing) as shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11. The number "5" relates to the

results of a semi-classical calculation by Lwin et al . (1976) and

calculations by Pascale and Olson (1975), both based on potentials by

Pascale and Vandeplanque (1974) for Na-Ne, Xe systems.

Set no. Na-Ne Na-Xe

1 Gottscho et a l . (1981) Czuchaj and Sienkievrt.cz (1979)

2 van den Berg (1984) Pascale and Vandeplanque (1974)

3 Peach (1982) van Deventer (1980)

4 XE: Hasnou-Seeuws et al . (1978) Nleuwesteeg et a l . (1986b)

An, Bs: Peach (1982)

5 Results taken from the literature based on the potentials by

Pascale and Vandeplanque (1974) (see text) .
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confine our calculations to four sets of potentials (see Table 3.2). Set

1 contains the potentials as found by Gottscho et al. (1981). In set 2

the XE is the Buck potential found by van den Berg et al. (1983), the BE

is their Lennard-Jones (8,6) curve (taken from Gottscho with somewhat

smaller error margins on well-depth and -position) and the An potential

is also given by van den Berg (1984b). For the third set, we take the

Peach theoretical potentials (Peach 1982) and for the fourth set the

theoretical XZ potential from Masnou-Seeuws et al. (1978) and the An and

BE potentials again from Peach (1982). Number 5 in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11

denotes results from the literature based on the theoretical potentials

of Pascale and Vandeplanque (1974).

Na-Xe case

A nice survey of the Na-Xe potentials was given by van Deventer et

al. (1982a,b). Recently, de Vries (1984b) has showed in a close-coupling

calculation that the results of differential scattering experiments by

van Deventer are very well reproduced using Czuchaj's potentials

(Czuchaj and Sienkiewicz 1979). Using plots similar to those shown in

Fig. 3.4, we found the internuclear regions of interest in this

collision system. For the line shifts we have: 7A < R < 18A and for the

line broadening: 6A < R < 10A.

For the calculation of the relaxation rates we used the theoretical

potentials by Czuchaj et al. (1979) (set 1), Pascale and Vandeplanque

(1974) (set 2) and the set of potentials proposed by van Deventer (1980)

(set 3). Laskowski et al. (1981) have produced a set of Na-Xe

interaction potentials for R < 5 A only. Therefore, these latter

potentials cannot be examined with line core experiments. They will be

discussed elsewhere (Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986b). The cross sections under

study depend upon the depth of the BE well. This depth is closely

correlated with the position of the satellite found at the near red wing

of the Na-Di line. Since none of the BE potentials in sets 1, 2 or 3 is

able to reproduce this position (see Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986b), we

adopted in set 4 a BE potential with a much larger well depth than those

cited in sets 1, 2 and 3, which reproduces the experimental satellite

—14
position. This BE potential has a L.J. (12,6) shape with em = 1.46x10
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erg and R^ = 7.0 A. The X£ and An potentials used in set 4 were taken

from Czuchaj et al. (set 1) and York et al. (1975) respectively. In the

internuclear region of interest, the potentials in set 4 conform to

those given by Jongerius (1986) (which were obtained between 2.8 and

9A), if we adopt an R~6 extrapolation of his "electrostatic" potentials.

Potential sets 1, 2 and 4 are plotted in Fig. 3.3.

3.4. Experiment '

3.4.1. The experimental set-up and measuring procedure

For the measurement of line broadening and -shift we applied the

fluorescence-excitation method (see, e.g., Alkemade et al. 1982). Using

a narrow-band CW tunable dye-laser, we scanned the absorption profile of

the Na-vapour in a fluorescence cell while monitoring the spectrally

integrated fluorescence.

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3.5. The Na-atoms were

contained in a stainless-steel fluorescence cell that was described !
t

elsewhere (Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986a). The perturber-gas was introduced

into the cell through a stainless-steel capillary. The gas mixture thus

obtained (at pressures between 5 and 1000 mbar) could be heated up to

1000 K without becoming optically thick for Na-D2 resonance radiation.

For excitation of the Na atoms we used a Coherent model CR 690 dye-laser

with a 3-layer birefringent filter and three quartz etalons (0.1, 2 and

10 mm thick) placed in its cavity. Due to spatial hole burning (Pike

1974, Hertel et al. 1975 and Green et al. 1976), two cavity modes were

persistent with a frequency difference Av^as equal to three times the

cavity-mode distance Avcav- The frequency of the beat between these

modes was measured with a noise spectrum analyser and used as frequency-

difference calibration. We found Avcav = 323.5 ± 0.3 MHz. The width of

the beat thus measured was less than 1 MHz. Tilting the etalons caused

both modes to jump simultaneously to the next cavity mode. The mode- £

spectrum of the dye-laser was monitored with an optical spectrum pr

analyser (Tropel model 240) during all measurements. More information *
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about the spectral properties of this dye-laser can be found elsewhere
(Nleuwesteeg et al . 1986d).

SA

Fig. 3.5. The experimental set-up* Thin lines with arrow: radiation
paths, thick lines with arrow: electrical leads. LB - lecture bottle
with rare-gas, V - valve, Ha - manometer, Ar+ - argon pump-laser, DL -
dye-laser, SA ~ spectrum analyser, C ™ chopper, D - neutral density
f i l ter , L « lens, FC - fluorescence cell , AC - absorption cell , F «
Polaroid, Dp • dove-prism, X./2 - half-wave plate, Ho - monochromator, PH
- photomultlplier tube, PA • pre-amplifier, R - photodiode, LA - lock-In
amplifier and recorder•

The fluorescence-excitation profiles at the l ine core were no pure

Voigt profi les , for they were distorted by the two-mode profile of the

dye-laser. The influence of this "instrumental" broadening on the FWHM

of the l ine was of the order of 5%. Other deviations from the Voigt

profile stemmed from the unresolved hyperfine levels of the sodium

ground state and the spectral overlap with the wing of the other doublet

component* The hyperfine spl i t t ing of the excited states i s much too

small to be observed in the deviation from the Voigt shape. The method

used for extracting the bare collisional width from the experimental

FWHM = Full Width at Half Maximum.
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profile has been described before by Jongerlus (1981). We fitted a

calculated composite fluorescence-excitation profile (which took Into

account all mentioned distortion effects while using a Voigt profile for

a single line with a well-known Doppler width) to our experimental

profiles at detunings smaller than the FWHM of the profile. The

experimental absorption profile in the reference cell without perturber-

gas (see Fig. 3.5) was fitted in a similar way to a calculated composite

shape. From the best-fit composite profiles in the fluorescence cell and

In the reference cell we extracted the absolute frequency shift and

collislonally induced broadening of the perturbed line. We found that

the uncertainty in the derivation of the line shift due to the

uncertainty in the monitored intensity ratio of the two laser-modes was

less than 2x10 cm""*; the uncertainty on line broadening was less than

5xl0~3 cm"1.

Because of the extremely low quenching rate in collisions of Na

with rare-gases and the low Na diffusion in our fluorescence cell,

population trapping in the hyperfine ground-state levels (Jongerius

1981a, Coolen and van Schaik 1978, Walkup et al. 1981, Radmore 1981)

distorted the line core profile even at very low laser intensities.

Especially in the case of low perturber mass (Ne) and low perturber

pressures (200 mbar), when the rate of collisional ground state hyper-

fine mixing is low, the FWHM of the experimental profile was decreased

to 75% of the value expected without population trapping at lrradiances

as low as 0.4 mW/mm2. Although the effect of population trapping is well

understood and appropriate corrections to the line profile were made, we

occasionally extended the fitting procedure to the near wings (detuning

< 20xFWHM), which were not influenced by population trapping.

Furthermore, we note that the determination of the line shift is not

affected, due to the symmetric effect of population trapping on the

fluorescence-excitation profile.

3.4.2. Experimental results

We measured fluorescence-excitation profiles of the Na-D lines

perturbed by Ne and Xe in a wavelength region of about -5 A to 5 A
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around the D^ and D2 line centre, respectively (5A = 14.4 cmT^ at \ =

5890 A). The pressure of the rare-gas atoms used in the fluorescence

cell was varied between 200 and 1000 mbar. Because many determinations

of line broadening and -shift have already been performed at

temperatures around 450 K, whereas our cell did not perform well at

temperatures below 700 K, we only measured the profiles at 720 and 990

K.

In Figs. 3.6a and 3.7 we have plotted typical deviations R(\) of

our experimental D2~l*ne profile from the best-fit composite profile for

Xe and Ne perturbers at a temperature of 720 K. The large asymmetry in

the profiles perturbed by Xe was also found in the D^-line. By

introducing an asymmetry into the composite profile (see section 3.5.3),

the deviations of the calculus from the experimental values could be

decreased appreciably (Fig. 3.6b). Several authors have also noticed the

large asymmetry in the case of Na-Xe and accounted for this by assuming

larger error bars in their line broadening results. (The exact form of

the relation between broadening and perturber-gas pressure may then

depend on the details of the measuring- and interpretation procedures

used.) A negligible part of the asymmetry is due to the interaction

between Doppler- and collisional broadening (Berman 1972, Ward and

Cooper 1974, McCartan and Lwin 1977, Harris et al. 1984). This

interaction introduces an asymmetry only in the line core (detunings <

FWHM) but not in the near wings (remainder of the impact region), where

the asymmetry is only due to collision-time effects (Szudy and Baylis

1975, 1977, Walkup et al. 1980; see also section 3.5.3). The asymmetry

in Figs. 3.6a and 3.7 should be ascribed to these latter effects. For a

quantitative assessment (Table 3.5 in section 3.5.3) we fitted both

outer wings (i.e., the blue D2~wing and the red D^-wing) to an

asymmetrical composite profile at detunings ranging from 10 mA to 1000

mA. In this composite profile, only the asymmetry of the "directly"

excited doublet component was taken into account. This is a reasonable

assumption because the wing of the "un-intentionally" excited line is

expected to vary slowly with wavelength in the outer wings. The

wavelength region between the two doublet components is less suitabe for

extracting values for the asymmetry because of the competing effects
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Fig. 3.6- The ratio R between the experimental shape of the Na-D2 line

perturbed by collisions with Xe atoms at 720 K, and the best-fit

theoretical shape as a function of wavelength. •• R(\), obtained using a
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that the asymmetries of both lines have in this part of the spectrum.

The best fit, resulting from this asymmetry correction for the D-doublet

perturbed by Xe at 720 K is shown in Fig. 3.6b. Furthermore, we observed

that the best^fit line broadening and shift parameters were influenced

by less than 0.5% by the introduction of this asymmetry in the wings.

The broadening and shift of both D-lines perturbed by Ne and Xe was

plotted as a function of perturber density at 720 K (see typical plots

in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9). In none of the cases significant deviations from

the linear relationship between collisional width (shift) and gas

density were found. At higher densities, a nonlinear relation between

broadening and xenon density has been observed by West and Gallagher

(1978).

In Table 3.3 the rate-coefficients for broadening (2y) and shift

(6) of each of the Na-D lines due to collisions with Ne and Xe at 720 (±

50) K and 900 (+ 30) K are given for comparison with Table 3.1. Before

we enter into detailed comparison between experimental and theoretical

results (section 3.5), some general features of the experimental values

are noticed. First of all we note that our ratio of line broadening to

-shift (2y/6) in the case of Na-Xe is much lower than the values

obtained in the literature at 450 K (Table 3.1). Our results are nearer

to the value that is expected on the base of a pure Van der Waals

difference potential; 2Y/6 = -2.75. In the case of Na-Ne, both the

values at 450 K and our results at 720 and 990 K differ appreciably from

-2.75. Thus the Na-Ne difference potential will certainly not have a Van

der Waals character in the lnternuclear region where the line broadening

and -shift are generated. The values for line broadening obtained from

our fluorescence-excitation experiment at 990 K are in good agreement

with the somewhat more precise results of fluorescence-emission

experiments (Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986c). In conclusion we note that the

ratio of broadening of the D 2 line to the Dx line in Table 3.3 is

smaller than unity for Na-Xe and larger than unity of Na-Ne. In this

respect, our findings are in good agreement with most of the results at

450 K (Table 3.1) and in perfect agreement with those of Kielkopf (1980)

and Walkup (1981).



Table 3.3. The Na-D line broadening (2y) ami-shift (6) rate-coefficients

due to collisions with Ne and Xe perturbers at 720 (±50) K and 990 (±

30) K. These values are obtained from the slope of the lines In Figs.

3.8 and 3.9.

Perturber

Xenon

Neon

TOO

720(±50)

990(±30)

990(130)

720(±5O)

990(±30)

990(130)

(lO-ZOcnT1!

Dl

3.44+0.05
3.84±0.19
3.93+0.10

1.3010.03
1.47+0.12

1.4410.05
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3.3510.05
3.74±0.19
3.6010.10
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1.62±O.O4

1.7610.05
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-2

D l

.56+0.10

.78±0.23

.87+0.2

.3 ±0.5

D2

3.04+0+07
2.71+0.21

4.18+0.2

4.4 10.4

2 Y 2 / 2 n

0.9710.02
0.9710.07
0.92+0.03

1.09+0.04
1.1010.09

1.22+0.05

Ref.
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1.

2.

1.

1.

2.

References: 1. This work.

2. Nleuwesteeg et al. 1986c

I
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1 cm"1 - 347 mA - 30 GHz at \ - 5890 A.
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3.5. Comparison with other experiments and theory, conclusions

3.5.1. Na-Ne relaxation

Figures 3.10a-d show our experimental results for line broadening

and -shift due to collisions with Ne atoms at 720 K and 990 K, together

with results of other experiments at 450 K that were summarized in Table

3.1 and of the shock-tube experiment of Baird et al. (1979) at 10^ K. We

have added our theoretical results obtained with potential sets 1, 2, 3

and 4 (see Table 3.2), as well as the results of Lwln et al. (1976)

(assigned "5" in Figs. 3.10a-d). Obviously, both broadening and shift

are not well described by the Pascale and Vandeplanque potentials (we

assumed a printer's error in the sign of the Dĵ  line shift in Lwin et

al. 1976). Especially noteworthy is the virtual absence of temperature

dependence in the experimental line shifts; this observation is

supported by the absence of velocity dependence in the corresponding

calculated rate-coefficients. All potential sets confirm this feature.

We also note the extreme sensitivity of the line shift to small changes

in the difference potentials. Although the well depth and position of

all potentials in sets 1 and 2 have been determined accurately, the

shapes in the attractive outer region that is of importance for the

present experiments (see section 3.3 for an assessment of the relevant

internuclear ranges) were not established. This is reflected in the bad

predictions for the line shifts, made by using these two potential sets.

The well parameters of the excited-state potentials by Peach (set 3)

were confirmed by earlier experiments, but the well in the XI curve was

found to be slightly too deep (van de Berg et al. 1983 and references

therein). This feature Is recognized in the calculated line shifts being

slightly too low. If we use set 4 (where the X£ potential of set 3 was

replaced by that of Masnou-Seeuws et al. 1978), this deficiency was

removed and a nice fit between experimental and theoretical values

emerged. We did not adopt the excited-state potentials of Masnou-Seeuws

et al. as well, because the well parameters of these curves were

rejected by comparison with other experiments (Masnou-Seeuws et al.

1979). We may conclude that the discrepancy between experimental and
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Fig. 3.10a-d. Broadening (2y) and shift (6) rate-coefficients for the

Na-D lines due to collisions with Ne perturbers. The broadening and

shift coefficients for the Dĵ  line are shown in a and b respectively,

the corresponding coefficients for the D 2 line are given in c and d.

Both Maxwell averaged and non Maxwell-averaged quantities are shown in

these plots; when a Maxwell averaged quantity is being discussed, the

lower abscissa should be used (Temperature scale, mostly used for

experimental points, see text at Eq. 3.19), whereas the upper abscissa

should he used for the discussion of the velocity dependence (used for
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the display of non Maxwell-averaged computations). Broken curves denote

the results of our velocity dependent computer calculations using

potential sets 1, 3 and 4 (see text and Table 3-2), drawn curves are

obtained from these broken curves by computational Maxwell averaging,

allowing a direct comparison between theoretical and experimental

results. Open squares denote computations based on potential set 2 at a

relative velocity near 1000 m/s. The calculations based on set 5 were

taken from Lwln et al. (1976).
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Fig. 3.10e,f. Na-Ne relaxation cross sections (see also explanation at

3.10a-d and text for the nomenclature). In e, the results of the

calculations with all potentials lie within the region of the two broken

curves given for each cross section. In f, the Maxwell averaged result

for the fine-structure mixing based on set 5 was taken from Pascale and

Olson 1975, the experimental velocity dependence of the cross section

for fine-structure mixing (Phillips et al. 1977, Apt et al. 1979) Is

denoted by the dotted curve.
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theoretical shifts that was pointed out by Lwin et al. (1976) is now

solved. Also, the line width can be calculated more accurately using the

new potential set 4. The ratio of line broadening to line shift is

clearly not temperature independent, which proves that not all the

interaction potentials have a Van der Waals character in the relevant

internuclear region.

In Figs. 3.10e,f, we compare our theoretical results (plotted as a

function of v) with experimental data for depolarization and fine-

structure mixing. The experimental depolarization cross sections were

taken from a review article by Lewis (1980). The influence of the

nuclear spin has been eliminated from these values. The velocity

dependence of the cross section for fine-structure mixing was obtained

by combining results of Phillips et al. (1977) and Apt et al. (1979).

For most cross sections the agreement is satisfying, although the

experimental velocity dependence of the cross section for fine-structure
1 1

mixing is still not reproduced by the calculated an(y •* -jr) (see Fig.

3.10f). At this moment we have no explanation for this disparity.

Summarizing, we note that the best Na-Ne potentials thus obtained

in the internuclear region between 5 and 13 A are the XI potential of

Masnou-Seeuws et al. (1978) and the An and BE potentials of Peach (1982)

(set 4). These are all theoretical potentials. Although the position and

depth of the wells of the theoretical potentials in set 4 are in perfect

agreement with those of the experimental potentials in sets 1 and 2

(obtained from spectroscopy of Van der Waals molecules and experiments

on crossed atomic beam scattering), the shapes of the potentials in sets

1 and 2 are not confirmed by our line broadening experiments.

3.5.2. Na-Xe relaxation

Our experimental broadening and shift rate-coefficients due to

collisions of Na with Xe are shown in Figs. 3.11a-d together with

results from the literature at 450 K (Table 3.1). Here also we have

added the results of our semi-classical calculations (using potential

sets 1, 2 and 4) and those of Lwin et al. (1976), designated by number 5
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Table 3.4. Theoretical line broadening (2y) and -shif t (6) rate-
coefficients as well as depolarization and fine-structure mixing cross
sections for collisions between Ha and Xe atoms, based on van Deventer's
Na-Xe potentials (set 3, see text ) . The error margins stem from the
uncertainties given by van Deventer ln these potentials. Computational
uncertainties are not included in these resul ts .

v 656 m/s 1040 m/s

(Teq) (~ 400 K) (~ 1000 K)

Rate coefficients

2Yxl020 3.8±1.5 5.0±2-0

-6xlO20 1.5+0.8 1.9±1.0

2Yxl020 3.8±1.5 4.7+.2.0

-6xlO20 1.5+1.0 2.Oil.5

Crosa sections (A2)

.1 3.

«o i - !>

« . *

128±20

-42± 2

87± 2

294±30

420±60

300i40

174±20

-73± 5

133±10

258±30

350±50

260±30
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as in the case of Na-Ne. We also calculated the relaxation rates and

uncertainties therein from the Na-Xe potentials In set 3 (van Deventer

et al. 1982) at v - 656 m/s (Teq = 400 K) and v = 1040 m/s (Tg = 1000

K). The results are given in Table 3.4, but were not plotted in Figs.

3.11 in order not to overload these graphs.

Although Czuchaj's potentials (set 1) make somewhat better

predictions than the potentials from Pascale and Vandeplanque (set 2),

the agreement seems to be relatively poor. Note that the experimental

temperature dependence of the rate-coefficients for the line shifts is

much larger than was the case for Na-Ne collisions. This large

temperature dependence is not reproduced correctly by the Maxwell

averaged relaxation rates (see Figs.3.11b,d, and corresponding

captions). We note that our line shift measurements at high temperatures

are generally in fair agreement with the theoretical predictions from

set 1, in contrast to the measurements at 450 K that were taken from the

literature. Although we cannot exclude the possibility of systematic

calculation errors (due to possible inaccuracies in the potentials

used), we are tempted to believe that the experimental line shifts taken

from the literature at 450 K are affected by the line asymmetry. The

better agreement between our experiment and theoretical predictions of

the line shift at higher temperatures, may then be due to the smaller

asymmetry effect at these temperatures (see section 3.5.3).

Although from the comparison of calculated D2 line broadening data

with the experiment, we may tentatively infer a deeper BE well than that

of potential set 1, adjustment of the potentials based on this

comparison is precarious, as is reflected in the large uncertainties

inflicted on the BE well parameters. Using the best experimentally

determined An potential (i.e., having a Morse shape given by York et al.

1975) with e m « 21xio'
14 erg and R,,, = 3.35 A (Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986b),

the XE potential of Czuchaj and Slenkiewicz (1979) and a trial Lennard-

Jones (12,6) shape for BE, we obtained for the depth and position of the

"electrostatic" BE well: f^ = (0.7 ± 0.2)xl0~14 erg and R,,, = (7.5 ± 1.5)

A. Due to the avoided crossing near R = 7 A of the adiabatic

potentials, the well position of the adiabatic BE^/2 is shifted to

slightly smaller R and its depth is at least O.34xlO"14 erg less than
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Fig. 3.11«-d. Broadening and shift rate-coefficients for the Na-D lines

perturbed by collisions with Xe aeons. For explanation of the lines, see

caption at Figs. 3.10a-d. Results using potential set 3 are given In

Table 3.4. Points and temperature dependences labeled with "5" are taken

from Lwln et al. (1976).
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Fig. 3.11etf. Na-Xe relaxation cross sections. (See text and captions at

Figs. 3.10a-f and 3.11a-d.) Dash-dotted lines are the non Maxwell-

averaged results of the fully quantal computation by de Vries (1984),

based on potential set 1. They should be compared with the dashed lines

that represent our calculations using potential set 1. The results of

our semi-classical calculations of all cross sections for depolarization

and polarization transfer obtained from set 1 and 2, overlap. The

results for these cross sections that were obtained using set 4 lie

typically about 30* above the values using sets 1 and 2. He only show

the results based on set 4 for cuCy) and 703(7) > because these

values for g (4) overlap with the values of (TO(4-) using sets 1 or 2. The

experimental points shown in Fig. 3.lie, refer to a2(|-) (uppermost

point), o,(|-) (middle point) and j a3(-§) (lowest point). Therefore, set

4 gives the best values for o,(y) and CU(T) vhereas sets 1,2 give

slightly better results for U2(y) • The calculated cross section for

fine-structure mixing seems more sensitive to changes in the potential.

For the latter cross section, the agreement with the experimental values

(dotted line, obtained by Phillips et al. 1977 and Apt et al. 1979) is

rather disappointing.
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the depth of the "electrostatic" veil. Therefore, these observations are

in accordance with previous determinations of the well parameters fc:'

the adiabatic BEjy2 potential (see van Deventer 1980, McCartan and Farr

1976). However, a much deeper B£ well (= 1.3x10" erg) is needed to

explain the position of the red satellite in the near Dĵ  line wing. Set

4 provides this potential (see Fig. 3.3). The predictions for the line

broadening based on the potentials in set 4 slightly overestimate the

experimental values (Figs. 3.11a,c), whereas the calculated line shifts

are severely in error (Figs. 3.11b,d). From this observation and the

previous indication of the relevant internuclear regions, we conclude

that the potentials In set 4 are the most reliable ones at internuclear

distances below about 10 A. At larger internuclear distances we should

adopt the potentials of set 1 (Czuchaj and Sienkiewicz 1979).

We also give depolarization and j-mixing cross sections in Figs.

3.11e,f. The experimental velocity dependence of the cross sections for

j-mixing were taken from Phillips et al. (1977) and Apt et al. (1979),

whereas the depolarization cross sections were taken from Lewis (1980).

The latter cross sections were corrected for the influence of the

nuclear spin in the Na atom. The experimental and theoretical results

for various depolarization effects, shown in Fig. 3.lie, are in fair

agreement. We note however, that all calculations using sets 1 and 2 lie

somewhat below the experimental values, whereas set 4 predicts a

slightly larger a2(4o than observed. The same remarks hold for the cross

section for disorientation of the j = 1/2 state, a,M, shown at the top
1 3

of Fig. 3.11f and the orientation transfer, aAj * ?)' s n o w n at t h e

bottom. Potential set 4 is confirmed by the former cross section. It is

a pity that the velocity dependence of none of these cross sections has

been assessed experimentally. In between we have plotted the cross

section o (| + |) for j-mixing from the j = 1/2 to the j « 3/2 state.

Here the agreement between theory and experiment is disappointing, as in

the case of Na-Ne collisions (Fig. 3.10f). It seems that the

experimental velocity dependence In the region between 700 and 1000 m/s

is not reproduced by any of the adopted potential sets. In this region,

however, the deviations from the straight-path approximation are

negligible; thus the validity of our theoretical model Is not violated.
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In conclusion we note that the experimental velocity dependence of the

j-mixing cross section can be reproduced if the avoided crossing between

the BE and the An potential is eluded by shifting the position of the

"electrostatic" B£ well to small enough internuclear distances. Such a

shift, however, would be in conflict with the results of all

spectroscopic- and atomic-beam experiments. This is most obvious from

the existence of the red satellite near 40 cm"* which indicates a deep

BE well and resulting avoided crossing (see e.g. Fig. 3.3).

Summarising we may state that we were not able to find a satisfying

fit between all experimentally obtained relaxation rates (and cross

sections) on the one hand, and semi-classically calculated ones based on

the most reliable potentials on the other. Because the shape of the X£

potential in the relevant internuclear region (6 A < R < 18 A) is well

established (see e.g. van Deventer et al. 1982a and references therein)

and the validity of the semi-classical model and our computational

realisation was proven, we conclude that the excited-state potentials

are less reliable. However, determination of these potentials from the

experimental results was not attempted. Especially the velocity

dependence of the line shift and j-mixiag cross sections is not well

reproduced by any of the Na-Xe potential sets. The excited-state

potentials that give the best results are that of set 4 (Table 3.2 and

Fig. 3.3) for ~6 A < R < ~10 A. At larger R, the potentials of Czuchaj

et al. (1979) (set 1) should be preferred.

3.5.3. Collision-time asymmetries

The collision-time asymmetry parameter B (denoted b by Walkup et

al. 1980) is introduced by assuming a Lorentz profile with a detuning-

dependent broadening parameter:

P(A) = i

and
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Table 3.5. Experimental colllslon-tlme asymmetries B of the Na-D lines

perturbed by Ne and Xe atoms In a cell at various temperatures. The

parameter B Is defined by Eqs. 3.20a,b. Our experimental data were

obtained while assuming that both doublet components have the same

asymmetry.

T(K)

Na-Ne

BxlO4(mA~l)

Na-Xe

390*

720 (+50)

990 (±30)

D1: 1.0 ±0.3

D2: 1.4 ±0.3

< 1.0

< 1.0

Dv: 5.6 ±0.3

D2: 7.4 ±0.3

4.0 +0.5

2.8 ±0.4

* values taken from Walkup et al. (1980).

x10~
8

o <

200
1

400 800
T(K) -

1600

Fig. 3.12. The temperature dependence of the asymmetry parameter B

(valid at detunlngs between 10 mA and 1000 mA). Circles give the

asymmetry In the Xe perturbed lines, squares denote the Ne Induced

asymmetry (see Table 3.5). We could only determine an upper limit

(dotted line In the plot) for the latter asymmetry at temperatures above

720 K. The experimental values at 390 K are obtained by averaging of the

/i=i-o fnr the two D-lines obtained by Walkup et al. (1980). The dash-
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w(A) = w N + w Q (1 + BA) , 3.20b

where wQ is the collisional broadening parameter of the line, WJJ the

natural HWHM (Half Width at Half Maximum, mostly negligible), and A the

detuning from resonance. By their nature, Eqs. 3.20a,b can only be valid

in a limited wavelength region. In the impact region of the line profile

we have:

3' 2 1

where a-^ i s a proportionality constant, -tc the duration of an optical

col l i s ion, n the perturber density and v the relative velocity of the

coll is ion partners. For the comparison with experiment we assume that

the temperature- and the velocity-dependence of B can be interlinked, as
8kT Isusually, by B(v) = B({̂ ==-} ) , where k is Boltzmann's constant and \i the

reduced mass of the col l is ion complex. From Eq. 3.21 i t follows that B

is not dependent on the perturber density because WQ <r n , and also

that B <r x if w / n oc T (which is approximately the case for

coll is ions between Na and "heavy" perturbers l ike Ar and Xe). This

temperature dependence of the asymmetry was also derived by Szudy and

Baylis (1975, 1977) using a more rigorous treatment.

The experimental determination of the asymmetry parameter and the

indication of the detuning range used for this determination was

described in section 3.4.2. Here we also show that the influence of the

asymmetry in the near wings on the determination of the line width and

-shift is negligible under our experimental conditions. Values for the B

parameter that were extracted from our measurements at 720 (+ 50) K and

990 (± 30) K are collected in Table 3.5. In Fig. 3.12 we present our

experimental asymmetry factors together with values at 390 K, that were

taken from Walkup et al. (1980). For our measurement on Na-Ne we can

only supply an upper limit of B. Using a result of the Szudy and Baylis

theory, the asymmetry parameter B can be converted to a Van der Waals Cg

value of the difference potential. For Na-Xe we thus obtain c6 = l.lx

10~42 m6 s"1, which is of the same order of magnitude as the best value
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obtained from the potentials that were selected in this paper (set 1 at

R > 10 A): C6 = O.24xlO~42 m6 s" 1 . However, for a more rigorous

confrontation between the shape of the potentials and the asymmetry B,

calculations on the base of a more sophisticated treatment (Smith et a l .

1973) are needed. Nevertheless, a substant ia l temperature dependence is

supported by our results .

Appendix

Maxwell averaging of cross sections

Cross sections a(v), calculated as a function of the relative

velocity v, are often tested by measurements in bulk systems. Thus, the

Maxwellian distribution of the relative velocities in the collision has

to be taken into account (see e.g., Gallagher 1968). However, in many

cases calculation of the cross section at a well chosen velocity v

approximates the thermal (phenomenological) cross section, <k>/<v>,

quite well.

The cross sections for many exo-ergic processes will decrease with

increasing relative velocity. For instance, for the velocity dependence

of the line shift and broadening due to a R~P interaction (p > 1) we

have (Schuller and Behmenburg 1974):

a(v) = 0 < V £ - ) 2 n
 H C v2n . A.I

o

with n • (l-p)~* and C a velocity-Independent proportionality constant,

defined by Eq. A.I. More generally, the Maxwell-averaged relaxation

rate-constant <k> • <v a(v)> for any process that sat is f ies Eq. A.I will

be:

2 2kX
J ( ) v e

<k>(T) = - j A.2

,m. 2
J dv v a(v) v e

liY
,». 2 2kTI dv v e
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r(n+2)
r(372T

-<k>(TQ) ( | - )

A.3

A.4

with a = n + 1/2 and F the gamma-function (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964).

Thus the average over the Maxwell distribution can be written as:

= <v a (v» = F(a) v a(v) A.5

— 8kTwith v = (—=•) the mean relative velocity, and

F(a) = T(a + f) ( V A.6

We conclude that if the rate-constant of a process depends on the

temperature according to:

~ Tu A. 7

then this Maxwell averaged rate-constant can be obtained from the

calculated value at a velocity v after correction by a factor F(a),

that is almost unity (see Fig. A.I).

3

i n

-.2 .2
a

M .6

Fig. A.I. Correction factor F(o) for calculating the Maxwell averaged
— 8kT \rate-constant <k> from I ts value at v - (^=±-)3 according to Gq. A.5, if

ill
<k> varies with Ta .
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C H A P T E R IV

A study of colllsional broadening of the Ha-D lines

by neon and xenon perturbers

2. The line wings

(H.G. Kuhn) Does your treatment predict satellite
lines? (A. Jablonski) The theory does not predict
this mysterious effect.

- Jablonski, 1363

4.1. Introduction

Spectroscoplc measurement of the far line wing Is a sensitive tool

for examining Interaction potentials. Methods for deriving the XI

and An potentials from the pressure- or temperature dependence of the

red D^ wing have been firmly established (York, et al. 1975, Drummond et

al. 1974). Information about the repulsive BE potential however is more

difficult to obtain.

York et al. (1975) measured the emission spectra of both red and

blue wings of the Na-D lines in a cell at 417 K perturbed by 1-1000 Torr

of noble-gas (He, Me, AT, KT, Xe) and McCartan and Farr (1976)

investigated the red Dĵ  wing, using white light absorption in a cell at

600 K and 200 Torr with Ne, Ar, Xe and N2 as a perturber. The maximum

detuning obtained by these authors was only 200 cm"1 (= 70 A) and their

results were not normalized or interpreted in terms of potentials (only

the position of the red satellite was converted to the depth of the

BE well). Later on, both wings of the Na-D doublet were measured in

fluorescence-emission by West, Shuker and Gallagher (1978) and West and

Gallagher (1978) at 450 K and pressures between 950 and 1400 Torr. These

authors also normalized the Na-Xe results of McCartan et al. (1976) with

respect to the integrated intensity and the perturber density, but found

rather poor agreement with their own measurements. This is possibly due

to their omission of the line core asymmetry from the normalization
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) procedure. Rothwell et al. (1978) obtained the Na-Xe emission spectrum

from a gas discharge whereas Woerdman et al. (1983) measured the blue

wing of the emission doublet perturbed by Ar and Xe In a discharge lamp

> at 2000 K. Both the latter spectra were measured under optically thick

and locally inhomogeneous excitation conditions. Information about the

potentials could nevertheless be extracted from the position of the

satellites. The fluorescence-emission spectra of Na-Ne were measured in

the temperature range 140 - 330 K by Havey et al. (1981). These authors,

, like York et al. (1975), compiled the X£ and the An potentials from

: their data.

Recent spectroscopic measurements of the NaNe Van der Waals

molecules (Lapatovich e t a l . 1980 and Gottscho et a l . 1981),

d i f f e r e n t i a l beam sca t t e r i ng experiments on Na-Ne and Na-Xe (Carter et

a l . 1975; van Deventer 1980; van Deventer e t a l . 1982a,b; van den Berg

1984; van den Berg et a l . 1983, 1984) and l i n e core measurements in Na-

i Ne, Xe systems (Nieuwesteeg e t a l . 1986a and references there in) have

improved the accuracy of ground- and e x c i t e d - s t a t e p o t e n t i a l s . The

accuracy of the calculated po ten t i a l s has r i s e n appreciably as we l l . The

| aim of the present paper i s therefore to re-examine these po ten t i a l s in

\\ the light of existing experimental data at about 400 K and of additional

• observations of the line wings under optically thin conditions at a much

! higher temperature (~ 1000 K).

4.2* Theoretical considerations

At detunlngs large compared to the reciprocal collision time, we

use the nearest-nelghbour-approxlmation of the quasi-static theory

| (Schuller and Behmenburg 1974). Thus, multiple perturber Interactions

tj are excluded from our description. Under our experimental conditions

,] this approximation Introduces errors of no more than 0.7Z. Because In

; our system i c = 4xl0~13 s, we expect the quasi-static description of the

;. line profile to be in error at detunings that are smaller than —10 anT*.

$ We further assume that the dipole moment is a constant for a l l

I internuclear distances of interest (see e.g. Laskotfski et a l . 1981 and
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Uoerdman 1981).

The normalized absorption profile is given by:

K(a) - K((j)/{n / (c(o')daf} , 4.1a
doublet

where K IS the atomic absorptivity, a the wave number and n the

perturber density. In the quasi-static limit we have under the above-

mentioned conditions:

l.

where R i s the internuclear distance and the summation i s over a l l

Condon points R-p at which an absorption transition takes place to one

of the three excited-state potentials. V denotes the ground-state

potential, which is zero at infinite R, k i s Boltzmann's constant, T the

absolute temperature, oQ the wave number at resonance and a the wave

number of the absorbed photon, relating to a difference interaction

potential AV± according to:

AV (R )

in which h is Planck's constant and c the velocity of light. A satellite

occurs if d(AV)/dR, appearing in the denominator of expression 4.1b,

happens to be zero. In this case, Eq. 4.1b generates a singularity at

detunings near to the actual satellite position, thus, although the

exact shape of the spectrum near Che satellite Is not reproduced by Eq.

4.1b, we may still use it as a tool for predicting the approximate

position of the satellite.* A description of the quasi-static,

If a satellite is formed by an absolute mini mum in the difference
potential (e.g., a satellite in the far red wing due to the minimum In
V^jj-Vvg), the intensity predicted by Eq. 4.1b at detunings beyond the
satellite will be zero (no real Condon points exist). However, photon
absorption still takes place at these detunings, although the
probability for this process decreases exponentially with increasing
detunings (Sando and Wormhoudt 1973; Szudy and Baylis 1975). Thus also
the wing beyond this satellite (the anti-static wing) decreases
exponentially and is not described by Eq. 4.1b. Discrepancies with the
calculated results using this equation should not be taken too seriously
(see e.g. curves 3 and 4 in the red Na-Ne wing In Fig. 4.4a). The depth
of the difference-potential minimum is then found to correspond to the
detuning beyond the satellite where the intensity is roughly 65Z of the
peak satellite intensity (see e.g. Alford et al. 1984).
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satellite- and anti-static regions in the line wings has been given in

the literature (Sayer 1982; Pritchard and Walkup 1983; Walkup 1982). A

Fourier-transform approach to the problem of the validity regions of the

quasi-static theory has recently been given by Kielkopf (1985).

The experimental fluorescence-excitation profiles Ij(a), obtained

at constaat incident laser power, are normalized with respect to the

spectrally integrated doublet intensity and the perturber density in the

same way as the absorption profile (Eq. 4.1a). When only one of the

doublet components is scanned by the frequency of the incident laser

photons, this conforms to:

Kf(a) = - ^ If(a)/{n / If(a')da'} , 4.3
line

where j - 1/2, 3/2 for the Dx and the D 2 line, respectively. We

emphasize that If(a) in this equation denotes the spectrally integrated

fluorescence intensity (i.e., including the Rayleigh scattering) that is

obtained when exciting the vapour with a narrow-band dye-laser at

constant output power with variable photon wavenumber a. Under optically

thin conditions, in the absence of saturation and quenching collisions

and in the range of detunings investigated in this paper, K.f(a) conforms

to K(a) given in Eq. 4.1b (Jongerius et al. 1981).

* Strictly speaking, collisional quenching is allowed as long as the
fluorescence yield is independent of the wavelength of the emitted (or
exciting) photon.
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4.3. The experiment

4.3.1. Description of the experiment<1 apparatus

We applied the fluorescence-excitation method to measure the line

wings, the experimental set-up used was similar to the one that we used

for obtaining our line core data (Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986a). Some

modifications were made within the laser cavity; in order to obtain more

power and wider tunability, the quartz etalons were omitted. Thus, the

3-layer birefringent filter was the only frequency-selecting element

left. As a result the bandwidth of the laser was enlarged to

approximately 0.6 cm"1. We ascertained that no broad-band laser

fluorescence (emitted by the dye through either spontaneous- or

stimulated emission) interfered with the excitation measurements in the

far line wing. A description of the fluorescence cell can be found

elsewhere (Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986b).

4.3.2. Experimental results

The fluorescence-excitation spectra of Na-Ne and Na-Xe were

measured at a perturber density of 6.8x10 cm~^ and 6.6x10^° cm" ,

respectively, and a temperature of 990 (+ 30) K. Detunings between

7 cm" and 1000 cm"1 were obtained in both outer wings of the doublet.

We ensured that "instrumental" broadening due to the finite bandwidth of

the laser was insignificant. Collisional quenching of resonance

fluorescence is negligible in these Na- rare-gas systems. We also

assured that no saturation of the Na vapour occurred. The profiles were

plotted on a double-logarithmic scale and shifted vertically so as to

fit the (asymmetrical) Voigt profiles which we had measured previously

in the line core at the same temperature and perturber density.

Subsequently, the profiles were normalized using Eq. 4.3 and plotted in

Figs. 4.1 and 4.2. This procedure was repeated several times for each

wing in order to test the reproducibility, which is shown by a vertical

bar in the figures.

An "advantage" of the fluorescence-excitation method over the
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Fig. 4.1. Blue Na-D2 wing of the Kf(o) profile (see Eq. 4.3) measured as

a function of the wavelength detuning, Acr. with respect to the D2 line

centre, perturbed by Ne (nNe - 6.8xlO
18 cm"3) and Xe (nXe - 6.6xlO18

cm ). T » 990 (t 30} K. The lines connect the Individual experimental

points (these are not plotted)- At detunings where the experimental

uncertainty Is larger than the line thickness, this uncertainty is

Indicated by a vertical bar. The far-wing profiles were fitted to the

previously measured core profiles at detunings between about 7 and 20

cnT1. The dash-dotted line (-.-.) gives the for wing overlap allowed

shape of a purely Lorentzian wing (in arb. units).
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Fig. 4.2. The red Na-Dĵ  wing of the Kf(u) profile perturbed by Ne
(nNe - 6.8xlO18 cm"3) and Xe (nXe - 6.6xlO18 co"3). T - 990(± 30) K. See
also the caption at Fig. 4 .1 .
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(fluorescence-)emlsslon method for measuring the far red wings In Na-Xe

collisions Is that the normalized excitation spectrum (Eq. 4.1b) is not

affected by subsequent collisions that may redistribute the excited

collision complex over i t s bound, quasi-bound and free-collision states.

This holds at least if the probability of detection of a fluorescence

photon is independent of the excited state from which i t is emitted.

Thus, no dependence on perturber density should occur in the normalized

excitation spectrum Eq. 4.1a if a wavelength-independent fraction of al l

fluorescence photons in the emission spectrum is detected. However, due

to the setting of our monochromator bandpass, some radiation from bound

molecular states is lost. With help of the model of York et al . (1975),

we ensured that the part of the radiation emitted by bound NaXe states

which went undetected was less than 30% at the most extreme detunings.

Only the red D̂  wings In the Na-Xe spectrum needed to be corrected for

this effect, the Na-Ne spectrum was not affected*

4.4. Comparison with other experiments, discussion and conclusions

In this section we re-examine potentials that emerged from our

previous study on relaxation processes in the line core (Nieuwesteeg et

al . 1986a) by calculating the quasi-static spectrum using Eq. 4.1b and

comparing i t with experiments. The onset of the repulsive part and the

position and depth of the well in most of these potentials have been

tested before by the beam experiments of van den Berg et a l . (1983,

1984) and van Deventer et a l . (1982a,b). In a l l cases, a comparison is

made with our fluorescence-excitation profiles (at 990 K) as well as

with the high perturber-density limit in the emission spectra of York et

al . (1975), measured near 400 K. For a two level system at temperature

T, the relation between the quasi-static fluorescence-emission spectrum

F(cr) and the quasi-static fluorescence-excitation spectrum K(a) Is given

by (Nienhuis 1973):

K(a) - o~3 F(a) {exp[(V - V )/kT] - 1} 4.4
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where Vg and V e denote the ground- and excited-state potentials

respectively. Thus, the temperature dependence in the exponential part

of Eq. 4.1b provides an additional test on the part of the ground-state

potential Vg at internuclear regions where this potential deviates

significantly from zero. Then we have a means of testing both the upper-

and lower-state potentials separately, instead of the difference

potential only.

For the case of the far-wing broadening of the Na-D lines perturbed

by a light perturber like Ne, some doubt has been expressed as to the

reliability of the quasi-static description given above (Ahmad-Bitar et

al. 1977). However in the case of He perturbers, Pontius et al. (1983)

showed the applicability of this description up to detunings of at least

3000 cm"1.

In conclusion we note that care must be exercised in any comparison

of interaction potentials which have been derived using different

experimental methods that are sensitive to different parts of the

interaction potential. It is often inadvisable to extrapolate potential

functions with a pre-set shape to other internuclear regions.

4.4.1. The Na-Ne wings

In Fig. 4.3 we have plotted the most important Na-Ne interaction

potentials. For convenience, the excited-state potentials are shifted

vertically over an arbitrary distance. From previous studies (Havey et

al. 1981, Gottscho et al. 1981, Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986a) we know that

the shape of the All curve is extremely well-known at all internuclear

distances that are relevant for determining the red doublet wing, which

stems from the An -»• XZ transition. Therefore, this wing is a good test

of the repulsive part of the ground-state potential. The Buck X£

potential found by van den Berg et al. (1983) is not a good

approximation at internuclear distances below about 5 A. It is much too

For a multi-level radiator like Na, the situation is somewhat more
complex (Nienhuis 1974).
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Fig. 4.3. Adiabatic Na-Ne interaction potentials. The excited-state
potentials are shifted vertically over an arbitrary distance.
XT. : Masnou-Seeuws et al. (1978).

Peach (1982).

Havey et a l . (1981).

Gottscho et a l . (1981).

van den Berg (1983).

An

BE

Peach (1982), Gottscho et al . (1981).

Peach (1982).

Gottscho et a l . (1981).

steep and does not reproduce an acceptable red wing (see set 2 in Fig.

4 .4) . The same holds for the XE potential shape given by Gottscho et al .

(1981) (see set 1 in Fig. 4.4). An almost perfect f i t to the

experimental shape of the red wing i s found using the ground state

reported by Peach (1982) (Fig. 4.4, set 3 ) . Although the well of this
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state Is slightly too deep (Gottscho et al. 1981), this deficiency of

course does not affect the far-wing line shape. Masnou-Seeuws et al.

(1978) (and Philippe et al. 1979) have obtained a theoretical X£

potential that is almost equal to Peach's potential at internuclear

distances between 2 and 3.5 A. The X£ potential found by Havey et al.

(1981) for internuclear distances between 2 and 3.5 A is in good

agreement with the results of Masnou-Seeuws et al. (see Fig. 4.3).

Furthermore, the position and depth of the well in the Masnou-Seeuws

potential has been confirmed by the beam experiment of Gottscho et al.

(1981) and by the line core profiles (Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986a).

Theoretical results obtained using the Masnou-Seeuws XI potential are

also given in Fig. 4.4 (set 4). Although the XE potential in set 3

(Peach) gives slightly better results for the far-wing spectra than the

X£ potential in set 4 (Masnou-Seeuws), we may not discriminate on the

base of this difference (see section 4.2). Recently, Cornelissen (1985b)

has found good agreement between his experimental values of the

diffusion coefficient (Cornelissen 1985a) and the calculated results

based on the Havey (and thus Masnou-Seeuws) XI potential for the

internuclear region between 2 and 3.5 A. The well parameters of this

potential in set 4 are more reliable than those in set 3. Therefore, we

adopt the Masnou-Seeuws X£ potential in the internuclear region beyond 2

A.

The shape of the blue wing, stemming from the BE •+ X£ transition,

is not very sensitive to the onset of the repulsive part in the BE

curve. The repulsive part of the XE curve is not probed at all by this

part of the spectrum. The shape of the fluorescence-excitation spectrum

will therefore be independent of the temperature. Thus, only the

difference potential (VBJ. - V X E) will be accessible from the

experimental blue doublet wing. Van den Berg et al. (1984) noted that

the repulsive part of the BE curve given by Peach is probably too soft

and that the Lennard-Jones (8,6) shape given by Gottscho is more

realistic in this respect. Of course, the extrapolation of the latter

prefixed potential function is bound to lead to error and we cannot

expect It to produce reliable results at internuclear distances that lie

far from the region that was explicitly tested. The blue-wing results of
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Fig- 4.4. Comparison of the experimental far-wing spectra of Na-Ne and

the calculated quaal-statlc ones, using 4 sets of Interatomic

potentials. Set 1, 2, 3: ground- and excited-state potentials of

Gottscho et al. (1981), of van den Berg et al. (1983, 1984) and of Peach

(1982) respectively; set 4: ground-state potential of Masnou-Seeuws et

al. (1978), excited-state potentials of Peach (1982).

Fluorescence-emission spectrum at T - 402 K, (o) •> measurements

taken from York et al. (1975). The results from potential set 3 and

4 coincide at detunings below 103 cm"1.

Fluorescence-excitation spectrum at T - 990 K, (•) - our

experiment. The results from potential set 3 and 4 coincide at

detunings below lCr cm"1. In the blue D2 wing, the same holds for

the results using sets 1 and 2.
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both set 3 and set 4 are indistinguishable and give a good f i t to the

experimental profile. In Table 4.1 we give the predicted positions of

this s a t e l l i t e for different BE potentials, as well as the experimental

value obtained by Ch'en et a l . (1961). The ground-state potential of

Masnou-Seeuws was used in a l l these calculations. From this table we

infer that the BE potential calculated by Masnou-Seeuws et al . (1978) i s

slightly more reliable than that of Peach (1982) (set 3) , although a

small discrepancy with the experimental findings s t i l l exists .

Table 4.1. The position of the blue sa te l l i te In the Na-Ne spectrum.

BE potential used* Satellite position

(cfb
Ref. I (set 1) none found below 5000

Ref. 2 1224
Ref. 3 (set 3) 1350

Ref. 4 1058 + 6

Ref. 1: Gottscho et a l . (1981).
Ref. 2: Masnou-Seeuws et a l . (1978).

Ref. 3: Peach (1982). Note that set 3 Is represented by label 4 In Fig. 4.4.
Ref. 4: Ch'en and Wilson (1961).

* The X£ potential used for the derivation of a l l these results is that of

Masnou-Seeuws et a l . (1978).

4.4.2. The Na-Xe wings

Several theoretical and experimental interaction potentials are

shown in Fig. 4 .5. Here, the descending of the An and the rising of the

XE potential affect the red wing equally. Using the Buck potential

proposed by van Deventer et a l . (1982a) for the ground state, we were

unable to reproduce the experimental red wing by adjusting the An

potential within reasonable l imits . This again proves that the
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Fig. 4.5- Adiabatlc Na-Xe Interaction potentials. The excited-state
potentials are shifted vertically over an arbitrary distance.
XE : Czuchaj and Sienklewicz (1979).

composite potential as adopted In this work (see text).
van Deventer et a l . (1982a).
York et al. (1975), Laskowskl et al . (1981), Malerlch

et al. (1970).
An : Czuchaj and Sienklewicz (1979).

BE

Lennard-Jones (7,6): E,, - 21.0x10 ** erg, R^ - 3.3 R.
Czuchaj and Sienklewicz (1979).
Laskowskl et al . (1981).

extrapolation of the Buck potential to smaller values of R i s erroneous.

We found the best f i t s by assuming a much softer ground state, Vg£ *

0-8 VXj, (Czuchaj) + 0.2 VXJ. (van Deventer). Neither the position and

depth of the well, nor the outer region of the potential i s influenced

by this assumption. However, i t turned out that the repulsive region

between 2 and 4 A Is now in good agreement with the calculations of

Laskowski et al . (1981). The shape of this repulsive branch was also
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confirmed by the high-energy scattering data of Malerich and Cross

(1970) and the spectroscopic determination of York et al. (1975). Using

this modified X£ potential, the emission spectra at the n -»• » limit

obtained by these latter authors, could be reproduced if we adopted the

Lennard-Jones (7,6) An potential as proposed by van Deventer et al.

(1982b), with em = (21 ± l)xlO~
U erg and Rm = (3.3 ± 0.1) A (set 3 in

Fig. 4.6a). Our fluorescence-excitation (^absorption) spectrum, however,

was less well described by set 3 (Fig. 4.6b). Therefore we adopted the

modified Morse An potential of York et al.* Using em = (21 ± l)xlO~
14

erg and Bi^ = (3.3 ± 0.1) A, we found a good fit to both the

fluorescence-emission spectrum at 418 K and the fluorescence-excitation

spectrum at 990 K* (set 4 in Figs. 4.6a,b). These well parameters lie

within the error margins given by the beam experiments of Diiren et al.

(1981) and van Deventer et al. (1982b). For comparison we also give the

results based on the potentials of Czuchaj and Sienkiewicz (1979) (set

1) and those by Laskowski et al. (1981) (set 2). The experimental red

wings are not reproduced using either of these sets. In set 2, this

failure is due to a strongly erroneous An potential, because the shape

of the XI potential was confirmed in the foregoing (we have not plotted

this An curve in Fig. 4.5). In set 1, both the XE and the An potentials

are slightly in error. This can be concluded from Fig. 4.5, where we may

observe that both potentials differ from the best obtained.

We were able to reproduce the blue wing at 418 K in emission and at

at 990 K in fluorescence-excitation with the help of the repulsive part

of the BE potential from Czuchaj et al. (set 1, see Figs. 4.6a,b). The

position and depth of the BE well were accurately set by the position of

the satellite in the near red wing of the D-doublet.

This potential is given by:

Vn(R) = Em {[exP[-B(R-Rm)]-l]
2 - 1 " Cw[l-exp[-R/Rc]

12](Rc/R)
6}

where B = 1.36 A"1, Cw = 0.025 and Rc = 8.0 A.

* We disregard a systematic deviation due to the onset of the red
satellite.
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Pig. 4.6. Comparison between experimental far-wing spectra of Na-Xe and

the quasi-static far-wing shape, using 4 sets of Interaction potentials.

set 1: Potentials of CzuchaJ and Slenklewicz (1979).

set 2: Potentials of Laskowski et al. (1981).

set 3: XS - composite potential (see text); An - U(7,6), em "
 2

l(T14erg, R,,, - 3.3 Sj BE - LJ(12,6), em - 1.5xlO~
14 erg, H,,, - 6 A-

set 4: XI - composite potential (see text);

text), Em . 2ixlo"
U cr«» *m " 3-3 Ai K

ATI

~ 1 4

modified Morse (see

>6>- Em " ° - 6 5 «

iff (cm*1)

10J

10"14 erg,

o

10"

418 K, (o) - measurements
- 7.5 A-

Fluorescence-emission spectrum at T

taken from York et al. (1975).

Fluorescence-excitation spectrum at T - 990 K, (•) - our experiment.

At detunings above 10z cm"1 In the red Dj wing, curve 4 coincides

with curve 1. The experimental points in the red wing below 102 cm"1

are Influenced by the red satellite at 40 cm""- (see text).
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This red sate l l i te in the Na-Xe spectrum at 990 K (Fig. 4.2) i s

shown more clearly in Fig. 4.7a. Here we have plotted the deviation of

our experimental fluorescence-excitation spectra from the pure

Lorentzian Dl wing of a Voigt profile, allowing for wing overlap with a

Lorentzian D2 component. The top of the sa te l l i t e i s found at 40 ± 5

cm , in good agreement with a l l other experimental determinations
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Fig. 4.8. The avoided crossing in the A n ^ and BZj^ curves belonging
to the Na-Xe Interaction. The ground-state potential is vertically
shifted over an arbitrary distance. The excited-state potentials are
also shifted over a common energy-distance. Open circles indicate the
asymptotic values • The arrow points to the well that gives rise to the
red-wing satell ite.

(York et a l . 1975, McCartan et al . 1976). The sate l l i te steins from a

shallow well in the adiabatic AII1/2 c u r v e » «*»ich is caused by the well

of the "electrostatic" B£ via an avoided crossing* (see Fig. 4 .8 ) . In

Table 4.2 we summarize the predictions for the positions of the red-wing

s a t e l l i t e , made using several interaction potentials. From this table we

note that none of the previously determined potentials gives rise to an

The well depth and position parameters that are used, often apply to
the adiabatic potential curves. These potentials can be obtained from
the "electrostatic" An and B£ potentials (Where the electron spin i s not
included in the Hamiltonian) and the known fine-structure spl i t t ing , in
a straightforward manner. Due to the avoided crossing in the adiabatic
curves, differences may arise between well parameters of the
"electrostatic" B£ curve and the adiabatic BEJ/J curve (Nieuwesteeg et
a l . 1986a).
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Table 4.2. The position of the red sate l l i te in the Na-Xe spectrum.

potential set used sa te l l i te position

Ref 1. (set 3) 9
Ref 2. (set 1) 15
Ref 3. (set 4) 10

Ref 4. 12

experiment (see text) 40 ± 5
adopted potentials (see text) 40

Ref. 1: See caption at Fig. 6.4 (set 3).

Ref. 2: Czuchaj et a l . (1979).

Ref. 3: See caption at Fig. 6.4 (set 4) .

Ref. 4: Pascale and Vandeplanque (1974).

acceptable sa te l l i t e position. Therefore, using the well-known shape of

the ground-state potential, the sa te l l i t e was used to give Informationon

the depth of this shallow An.,, well by calculating the position of the

singularity in Eq. 4.1b and comparing this value with the experimental

sate l l i te position (see also McCartan et al . 1976). For the depth of

this well in the A n ^ curve we thus obtained em = (1-3 ± 0.1)xl0~14 erg

if we assume that i t i s located at R,,, - (7.0 ± 0.5) A- In this

particular case, this situation could be generated by adopting the same

values for the well parameters em and 1^ of the "electrostatic" BE

potential. We emphasize that from this red sa te l l i t e we have obtained

only the position and depth of the BE well but not i t s shape. We note

here that i t i s shown elsewhere that the BE potential at larger

internuclear distances cannot be described by a simple LJ (12,6) shape

(Nieuwesteeg et a l . 1986a).
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Table 4.3. The position of the blue sa te l l i t e in the Na-Xe spectrum.

Potential set used Satel l i te position
(cm"1)

Ref. 1

Ref. 2 (set 1)

Ref. 3 (set 2)

Ref. 4

Refs. 5,6,7,8

Predictions:

none found below 10000

5500

1280

3700

Experiments:

890 ± 8

Ref. 1: XI: Laskowski et al.(1981).
BE: LJ (12,6) shape.*

Ref. 2: Czuchaj et a l . (1979).
Ref. 3: Laskowski et a l . (1981).
Ref. 4: Pascale and Vandeplanque (1974).

Rei. 5: West and Gallagher (1978).
Ref. 6: Rothwell et a l . (1978).
Ref. 7: Woerdman et a l . (1983).
Ref. 8: Ch'en and Wilson (1961).

1.3xl0-Uerg, - 7 A.

Higher parts in the BE potential can be tested by observing the

position of the blue sa te l l i t e (Table 4 .3 ) . Although this observation

favours the Laskowski BE potential in the region near R = 3.5 A where

the BE i s suddenly bent to a less repulsive behaviour, the blue wing

profi le , stemming from larger R values, i s not well predicted by this

potential (set 2 in Figs. 4.6a,b). In this region, Czuchaj's BE (set 1)

i s the best available and should be preferred to the potentials of

Laskowski et al . (1981) and Pascale and Vandeplanque (1974) (results not

shown in Figs. 4.6a,b) as well as to any LJ (12,6) shape.
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4.4.3- Summarising conclusions

(1) Na-Ne

The best XE potential was obtained by Masnou-Seeuws et al. (1978).

Its well position and depth were confirmed by Gottscho et al. (1981),

van den Berg et al. (1983) and Nieuwesteeg et al. (1986a). Its repulsive

part was confirmed up till R = 2 A by line-shape experiments in the far

wing (Havey et al. 1981, this work) and by measurements of the diffusion

coefficient (Cornelissen 1985b). * The shape of the Peach ground-state

potential (Peach 1982) was rejected because of the wrong prediction of

the well parameters. The functional XE shapes given by Gottscho et al.

(1981) and van den Berg et al. (1983) may not be extrapolated in order

to describe the repulsive branch.

The ATI potential is best described by that of Peach (1982). The

shape of the well in this potential was affirmed by Gottscho et al.

(1981), Havey et al. (1981) and van den Berg et al. (1984). The An

potential of Masnou-Seeuws was rejected before (Masnou-Seeuws et al.

1979).

Although the blue wing in the Na-Ne spectrum is reproduced using

both the BE potential by Peach (1982) and Masnou-Seeuws et al. (1978),

from the position of the blue satellite we conclude that the repulsive

part of the latter BE potential is the most reliable. The equilibrium

parameters e m and R,,, were set by Gottscho et al. (1981) and van den Berg

et al. (1983).

(11) Na-Xe

Here, the XE potential i s best described by our composite curve. At

internuclear distances R > 5 A, this curve conforms to the results

obtained by van Deventer et a l . (1982a), whereas the repulsive branch up

to R = 3 A is In accordance with experimental determinations by Malerich

and Cross (1970), York et al . (1975) and the calculations by Laskowski

** This author (Cornelissen 1985a) was also able to reject the Born-
Mayer XE potential proposed by Tang et a l . (1977), that was not
discussed in the current work.
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et al. (1981). The repulsive parts of the ground-state potentials of van

Deventer et al. (1982b) and Czuchaj et al. (1979) are too steep and too

soft respectively.

The best An potential at R > ~3 A is a modified Morse (see section

4.4.2.) with e m = 21xlO~
14 erg and R^ = 3.3 A. This potential reproduces

the far red wings in both our fluorescence-excitation spectra and the

fluorescence-emission spectra of York et al. (197'i). The well parameters

lie within the error margins given by van Deventer et al. (1982a). The

attractive part at large R is in accordance with the calculations by

Czuchaj et al. (1979). The well parameters of the An potential by

Laskowski et al. (1981) are severely in error.

The onset of the repulsive part of the BE potential can be

described by the curve of Czuchaj et al. (1979) within the experimental

accuracy. However, the position of the blue satellite, which originates

from collisions at smaller internuclear distance, is not well predicted

by this potential (see Table 4.2). The calculations by Laskowski et al.

(1981) do not reproduce an acceptable blue wing, although the position

of the blue satellite is predicted fairly well by this curve. This would

indicate that the deflection in the repulsive part near R = 3.5 A is

realistic. The well depth of the BE potential was obtained from the

detuning of the red satellite near 40 cm"1. At an assumed value of V^ =

(7.0 ± 0.5) A we found em = (1-3 ± 0.1)xl0"14 erg for the

"electrostatic" BE well depth. However, we note that the adiabatic

excited-state potentials at 6 A < R < 18 A that are obtained by fitting

a LJ(12,6) curve to this BE well, do not reproduce the experimentally

observed cross sections for the line shift and fine-structure mixing

(Nieuwesteeg et al. 1986b).
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Hote 1

The red wing of the D̂  line in the Na-Ar system was measured by

Jongerius at 450 K in a cell and at 2000 K in flames (Jongerius et al.

1981). The satellite intensity was found to have a very strong

temperature dependence; the pronounced satellite at 450 K was absent in

the spectra that were obtained in the flames. However, the presence of

H2O molecules in the flames complicates the interpretation of these

spectra. Therefore, we repeated these measurements in our cell at 990 K.

Our observations of the satellite, obtained without H20 a s a perturber

(Fig. 4.9), are in qualitative agreement with those of Jongerius et al.

Thus we can confirm the strong temperature dependence of the satellite

intensity, while excluding the possibility of artefacts due to

collisions with H2O molecules in the spectra obtained by Jongerius.

50r

10

t5

101

Ar

Red Wing Na-D,

10

Blue Wing

101 102

Ad (cm"1)
10 10

Fig. 4.9. The ratio R(a) of

the experimental Na-Ar wing

profile as measured In our

cell at 990 K to a theoretical

Voigt shape that was fitted to

the experimental line core. At

the detunings shorn in this

plot, the wings of this

theoretical Voigt shape are

purely Lorentzian.

Hote 2

Recently, Jongerius (1986) obtained a set of Na-Xe potentials from

measurements of the far wing of the Na-Xe fluorescence-emission

spectrum. These measurements were performed in a gas discharge at 1350

and 1850 K. From his potentials, the author obtained a good prediction

for both the shape of the blue wing and the position of the blue

satellite. Therefore, his BE potential seems to be more reliable than

that of Czuchaj et al. (1979), selected in this study. The X£ and All

potentials of Jongerius are in good agreement with our selected curves.
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excitation In a N2-dlluted ^ / O j flave at 1 ata

K.J. Nleuwesteeg, Tj. Hollander and C.Th.J. Alkemade

Fyslsch Laboratorium, Rljksuniversiteit Utrecht, Prlncetonplein 5,

3584 CC Utrecht, The Netherlands

(Received 21 December 1982)

Abstract The linear polarization of collision Induced Na-D- line

fluorescence was measured as a function of detuning of the exciting

laser frequency In a N2-diluted H2/O2 flame at 1 atm and 1420 K.

The fluorescence was observed in a direction perpendicular to the

linear polarization vector of the laser beam. The CW dye-laser was

tuned through the red and blue wing of the D2 line up to SO A

distance from the line centre. For comparison with theory,

additional measurements were made of the polarization of the

Rayleigh scattering and of the ratio of its intensity to that of

the collision induced fluorescence, as functions of detuning.

Also the rate of disalignment by elastic collisions, Dp was

determined by measuring at resonant excitation, the degree of

linear polarization of the D2 line. The collisional doublet-mixing

rates were determined by measuring intensity ratios of the doublet

components, while taking into account the polarization of the D2

line. From these "zero detuning" measurements, the rate for j » 3/2

+ j =• 1/2 transitions was found to be M12 - (5.2±O.3)xlO
9 s"1,

whereas the rate of disalignment by elastic collisions Is D - (Hi

l)xlO* s~^. From our line-wing measurements we extracted a value of

Dp - (11.610.3) x 10
9 s"1.

Using previously obtained spectral line profile and

fluorescence-quenching measurements, we tested the the validity of

a theoretical model for collisional depolarization that is based on

the usual factorization approximation for the density matrix of

radiator plus perturber gas. The predictions of this model were

found to agree with our experiments up to detunings of 2 A (- 540
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GHz) in he blue D2-wing, but in the red D2~wing they did not agree

at any detuning. We also tested the validity of a recently

developed adiabatic-reorientation model for "strong" collisions• 1

This model, which avoids the factorization approximation, should be

applicable in the quasi-static regime at large detunings and

predicts that, in our case, the linear polarization tends

asymptotically to zero with increasing detuning in the far wings.

This prediction is in accordance with our experiments beyond 20A

(= 5400 GHz) in both wings.

5.1. Introduction

During the last few years, renewed interest has developed in

polarization phenomena of Collision Induced Fluorescence (CIF) and

Rayleigh Scattering (RS). The alignment of an excited atomic state is

reflected in the degree of linear polarization of the fluorescence

obtained when this state decays via spontaneous photon emission.2 At the

present time, experimental studieŝ "** focus on the fluorescence obtained

by exciting the atoms with sufficiently narrow-band lasers in the line

wing, i.e., when a strong collision does occur. Theoretical work has

been done in the impact region™"*-! and is now approaching the quasi-

static wing.1'12"16

When a radiative transition from the ground state (0) to the

excited state (i) of an optically active atom is induced within the

absorption line width, the observed fluorescence (emitted from the

latter state or from neighbouring multiplet states) contains information

on quenching-, multiplet mixing-, disaligning-, and adiabatic line

broadening collisions with perturbers, occurring during the life time of

the excited state i. On the other hand, the dependence of the photon-

scattering probabilities on the impact parameter may be studied using

line-wing excitation. In cases where the interaction potentials VQ and

V^ are known, the circular excitation frequency uî  can be related to the

internuclear distance R according to the Franck-Condon principle by:

Vj_(R) - VQ(R) 5.1
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In most cases, one can use the binary collision approximation and

the assumption that the radiating atom is present as a trace in a bulk

gas of inert perturbers. Calculation of the properties of the CIF then

involves the determination of an electric-dipole autocorrelation

function of the radiator interacting with the perturbers. A considerable

gain in simplicity is obtained if one assumes that the density matrix p

is factorized into a radiator part,, pg, and a perturber part, p
6q , at

all times when an absorption of a photon does occur, i.e.,

P = Ps Pp*
1 • 5-2

This Factorization Approximation (FA) is justified if the duration of a

collision (xc) is much smaller than the time scale used for the

description of the photon-scattering process: |OL - un | . Here, o)Qi

denotes the resonance frequency of the itn multiplet component. In the

impact region, this requirement is clearly fulfilled. In the far wings,

however, where |u). - u-. | > x , one cannot expect to get an accurate

prediction for the spectrum and polarization of the fluorescence when

using the FA. In this case, fluorescence originates from atoms that have

been excited during a strong collision. The perturber bath density

matrix then deviates from the equilibrium value p6q and factorization

(Eq. 5.2) is not a good approximation during the collision. On the other

hand, evolution of the atom during this collision affects the

polarization properties of CIF. An absorption or emission event taking

place during a strong collision is often called a correlated event.

It is our objective to test the FA in the impact- and intermediate

region ( |OL - u>Q.1 = |A± | < T~ ) by studying fluorescence from Na atoms

perturbed by N2 and H20 molecules in a flame (p = 1 atm; T = 1420 K). We

also want to measure the linear polarization when exciting the far red

and blue D2~line wings in the quasi-static region, in order to test

current theories that avoid use of the FA.1*1^ The influence of

hyperfine structure on the polarization of the D2-CIF can be neglected

due to the relatively short lifetime of the atoms in the doublet state

(see our general discussion). Under our experimental conditions, the

binary collision approximation is valid. This result enables us to apply

the theory to a mixture of perturbers. The rates for collisional
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Table 5.1. Definitions and notations

Duration of a collision (s)

Mean time between two successive collisions (s)

Radiative decay rate (s )

Quenching rate (s )

Quantum efficiency of fluorescence

3 , 1 , - 1 ,
J-mixing rate from state with J=y to J=j (s ;

J-mixing rate from state with J^j t o J'J (s '

Rate of disaLignment by elastic collisions (s )

Actual lifetime of the atom in the doublet state (s)

Normalized J-mixing rates

Normalized rate of disalignment

Fluorescence intensity with linear polarization parallel

to the.laser beam polarization (arbitr. units)

Degree of linear polarization

Circular optical frequency at the centre of the

ith multiplet line (2irs~') (i = J+})

Collisional full width at half maximum (FVJHM) of the

ith multiple! line, including contributions of quenching

and mixing collisions

Full width at half maximum of the Voigt profile of

the ith multiplet line

Laser detuning from the centre of multiplet component i

Ic
r .
1C

r

Q

Y = r

D 1"
P

(r+Q)"1

Z2. = r+Q

zi2 r+Q

D
x = — E

P r+Q

(perpendicular)

zll U)

U0i

(i)
6b)

c

( H > Of
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processes In the mixture can be simply deriV' i from the corresponding

rates due to the constituents, using known part pressures. Throughout

the text, we used the definitions and notations ; ven in Table 5.1.

5.2. Experimental

In order to study the collisional disalignment of the Na ^2P^/2

atoms, we excited the Na vapour in the flame with a linearly polarized

tunable CW dye-laser beam. While tuning the laser frequency, we measured

the degree of linear polarization of the D2~CIF emitted in a direction

perpendicular to the laser beam and its polarization, using a rotating

Polaroid in front of a monochromator. The mono chroma tor was set at the

wavelength of the D2 line and its bandwidth was kept small enough to

reject D^-CIF and RS. Thus, we did not measure the polarization of the

integrated scattered spectrum. Even at A2 = 0 (laser frequency tuned at

Ar laser

ITPM-1

Fig. 5 .1 . Schenatlc diagraa of the experimental setup. DL - CU dye-
laser, SM - spectrum monitor, Fl - flame, PM - photomltlpller, U -
lock-in amplifier, K - reference diode, Re - recorder, C - chopper (500
Hz), P - rotating polarold (65 Hz), Ho - aonochromator, Fs - frequency
summation, L - lens, D - diaphragm, \/4 - quartenrave plate.
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the D2-llne centre), a distinct RS peak will be present in the

fluorescence spectrum (see e.g. chapter 6). This peak will have a degree

of linear polarization equal to 0.6, Whereas in our case the

polarization of the D2~CIF is only 0.04.

The experimental set-up is shown schematically in Fig. 5.1. A

Spectra Physics model 375 CW dye-laser was equipped with a wedge and

wavelength-tuned by tilting an 0.1 mm thick etalon. The laser beam was

linearly polarized in the vertical plane (z-axis), its degree of

polarization (PL) was more than 99.6%. The laser bandwidth, expressed in

circular frequency, was approximately 60 GHz. The beam was made parallel

by means of a long-focus lens; a small portion of the beam intensity was

split off for incident-power monitoring. With the aid of two prisms, the

laser light was made to pass the flame five times in order to improve

the fluorescence yield. The beam was mechanically chopped at 500 Hz.

The flame was a premixed, shielded, laminar H2/O2/N2 flame,

supported by a burner of the Meker type. The flame-gas composition is

given in Table 5.2. The Na-vapour was introduced into the central part

of the flame by nebulizing an NaCl solution in the usual way.'- We chose

N2 as a diluent gas in order to shorten the actual lifetime of the

excited Na atoms by means of quenching collisions. Some important

physical properties, derived from measurements of the fluorescence, are

also given in Table 5.2.

The fluorescence was observed in the direction parallel to the x-

axis through the rotating polaroid (65 Hz) and the monochromator. The

latter has a polarization-dependent transmission, Which was compensated

for by using a quarterwave plate tuned at the D£ resonance frequency.

The degree of linear polarization In the observed fuorescence could be

determined from the signals of two lock-in amplifiers, LA-1 and LA-2,

tuned at (500+2x65-) 630 Hz and 500 Hz, respectively. The detection

channel was checked for absence of spurious polarization by rotating the

laser beam polarization over 90° and observing the D2 fluorescence while

exciting the Dj line. The set-up was calibrated using an extra polarizer

in the fluorescence beam.

The nebulizer performance was monitored by detecting the total

fluorescence intensity with LA-3 and PM-2. We made sure that saturation

of the Na atoms was avoided during all our measurements. Absorption of
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Table 5.2. Flame properties and characteristics for Na(3P)-flame gas

Interaction.

Flame Properties

T = 1420 K

PN, = 0 . 7 9 atm

pH,0 = 0.17 atm

PH_ = 0.04 atm

Interaction Characteristics

T
C

T .
1 C

r

Q

Z12

Z21

X

P

= 4x10 ' 3 s

= 6x10"" s

= 6.2xlO"2 GHz

= 1.45 GHz

= 3.46 + 0.16*

= 6.8 +_ 0.3

= 7.4 +_ 0.7

linebroadening parameter a = 1.55

6 u / 2 )

V

u v

= (35.1 + 0 .8)x l0 9 2ns '

= (33.4 *_ 0.5)xlO9 2irs~'

= (47.6 + 0 .8)x l0 9 2irs~'

= (46.2 • 0 .5)x l0 9 2ws~'

These data were calculated by using specific quenching cross sections

at flame temperatures taken from the literature.

Results derived from measurements of the polarization and intensity

ratios of the D and D? lines, with the laser frequency tuned at

either of the two line centres.
17

the laser beam in the flame was kept well below 5%, so that the

Intensity of the beam was only slightly affected by the flame. The

signal-to-noise ratio was limited by the thermal emission of the Na 02-

line in our flame.
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5.3. Experimental results and comparison with the theory

5.3.1. The line centre and near wings

Because of the finite resolution of our monochromator, we could not

distinguish between the C1F and RS components in the scattered spectrum

When the laser detuning was less than 0.5 A (270 GHz). Under our

experimental conditions, this wavelength range includes the whole impact

regime. Although in our case the RS intensity was much less than the CIF

intensity (IRSACIF = °-058 a t A2 = °̂ » its d e 8 r e e o f polarization was

much higher than that of the CIF, resulting in an increase of the

polarization of the total signal by a factor of about two if RS were

included. Furthermore, near A2 = 0t the polarization of the RS is

strongly dependent on laser-frequency detuning (see Fig. 5.3b).

In order to test indirectly the theory in the impact regime without

RS, we fixed the laser frequency at a detuning A2 = 650 Gaz (i*2*) in

the blue Dj-line wing outside the monochromator band and measured the D2

polarization while varying the degree of self-absorption (SA) of its

fluorescence. SA results in a reduction of the number of line-core

photons Nc (having frequencies between £20"'*''^ an<* A20+^®*' H**™ =

half width at half maximum) received by the photodetector, relative to

that of other, near-wing photons (Nw)« The degree of SA and consequently

the ratio Nc/Nw were controlled by varying the Na density in the flame.

The latter was monitored by measuring separately the RS intensity, which

was not attenuated by SA because A2 » 6u)y • This inequality also

ensured that the laser beam intensity was not strongly attenuated in the

flame. The degree of SA was determined by plotting the curve-of-growth

for the thermal D2~line emission (see Fig. 5.2); the onset of SA is

marked by the deviation of this curve from its initial asymptote.17 We

calculated from the curve-of-growth the ratio Nw/Nc as a function of Na

density, using the known line broadening or a-parameter (see Fig.

5.2).17 We did not need to take radiation diffusion into account

because: (a), the quantum efficiency of fluorescence T is low (see Table

5.2) and (b), the primary fluorescence region was properly imaged on the

entrance slit of the monochromator so that tertiary photons emitted
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S2 1.0

(arb. units)

Fig. 5.2. I. Measured polarization, PD , of the collision-Induced D 2-

line fluoresceace as a function of the Na-denslty In our flaae. II.

Curve-of-grovth for the thernal D 2 emission with low- and high density

asymptotes observed (x) and calculated with a-para«eter - 1.55. III.

Calculated ratio of Nw/Nc (see the text for details). The fluorescence

was Induced by a vertically polarized laser bean at a detuning of A2 "

650 GHz In the blue D 2 "log-
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outslde this region were not detected.

In Fig. 5.2, we also show the polarization of the D2-CIF as a

function of the relative sodium density. Varying the ratio N /N between

0.8 and 10, we observed no relative change in the degree of polarization

larger than 5%, from which we conclude that: (a) the variation of the

degree of polarization with frequency within the width of the

absorption-broadened fluorescence line (~ 160 GHz) is less than the

accidental error of about 10%, In agreement with the impact theory and

(b) even at highest sodium densities used, depolarization due the Na-Na

collisions Is negligible.

5.3.2. The intermediate region and quasi-static wings

In the theory for the intermediate region (300 < |A( <4500 G H Z ) , we

have to make use of the line-profile functions K C 1 ) of the D, and D 2

resonance lines, respectively. The profiles K ^ ) are normalised to unit

integrated absorption coefficient. The influence of Doppler broadening

on this part of the line profile Is negligible. We now introduce related

dimensionless functions H^1) by defining:

5.3

The functions H ^ ) thus contain the deviation of the wing profiles from

a pure Lorentz profile. Introducing these functions in the FA theory,11

we derive the following expressions for the Intensity ratio of RS to CIF

observed in a direction perpendicular to the polarization of the

incident laser beam and for the polarization PQ of the D2-CIF:

I R S (A 2/A 1)
2 + AJ/AJ^ + 5/2

XCIF 2[H(2)(A2)-1] + [H
<1)(A1)-1](A2/A1)

2+^[H(2)(A2) "1

5.4a

If 1 + z 1 2 + x p » 1.

I R S (A2/A1)
2+ 2 3 5.4b

X 2[H(2)(A2)-1] + [ H ( 1 ) ( A 1
2
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Here, PRS denotes the degree of l inear polarizat ion of the RS, i . e . ,

3A2 + 6A. A,
PRS = -7— ^

5A^

If

p m±
D2 2

5.5

In Eq. 5.5, H^*' is taken as a function of Aj (for notation, see Table

5.1). Eqs 5.4 and 5.5 hold also for Aj + 0 if we use the asymptotic

values

5.6

The functions H C ^ C A J ) were calculated from previously measured

data with wing-overlap corrected line profiles!** and are shown in Fig.

5.3a. We assumed that the red Dĵ  and red D 2 wing have the same relative

frequency dependence. We also assumed an equal frequency dependence for

both blue wings. In addition, we measured the degree of linear

polarization of the RS near the two resonance lines la separation from

the CIF (see Fig. 5.3b). Our findings are In fair agrement with the
Q

theory and experimental observations by Tarn and Au.° A small deviation

from the theory in the red D^ wing, which has also been observed by

Jongerius et al.,7 is believed to be due to the fact that our quarter-

wave compensation plate was kept tuned to the D2-resonance frequency

during all measurements. This deviation, however, does not significantly

affect the calculation of the intensity ratio of RS to CIF. The

functions H ^ ^ A i ) were indirectly checked by comparing our measured
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Fig. S.3. •• The functloos H(i)(Ai) (I - 1,2) for the red and blue wings

of the Na-Dj and n2 lines, respectively. The sane shape was used for

both red wings and also for both blue wings, b. The degree of linear

polarization of the Raylelgh scattering, PRS^ neaBured as a function of

the laser wavelength (+). The solid curve represents Eq. 5.4c.

ratio IR S ^ C I F w i t h t h e theoretical ratio calculated from Figs. 5.3(a

and b) through Eq. 5.4b (see Fig. 5.4). We conclude that the functions

H^1) shown In Fig. 5.3a are correct up to detunings of at least 104 GHz.

The polarization in the D2-wln8s depends on the following physical

quantities [labeled (i) through (iii)] and effects [labeled (iv) and

(v)]: (i) the degree of linear polarization of the incident laser beam,
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Fig. 5.4. The Intensity ratio of Raylelgh scattering to collision-
induced fluorescence, observed at an angle of 90° with respect to the
incident laser beam direction and polarization axis, vs. the detuning of
the laser frequency for the two wings of the D2 resonance line, the
solid curves represent the FA theory.

PL- ( i i ) The number of disaligning col l is ions, xp during the actual
lifetime of the excited state, ( i i i ) The number of j-mixing collisions

( z i j ) during the actual lifetime of the excited state. We distinguish

two subcases, (a) Aligned atoms in the j = 3/2 substate may be

transferred to the j - 1/2 substate, where no alignment i s possible.

These atoms may now again be transferred to the j = 3/2 substate, thus

having lost their alignment, (b) Atoms orignally formed in the j = 1/2

substate through D̂  excitation may be transferred to the j = 3/2

substate, thus decreasing the alignment of the latter state , (iv) The FA

theory implies that deviations of the collisional l ine profile from a

purely Lorentzian shape induce a change in polarization of the D2-CIF.

(v) Reorlentation of the radiator during the final stage of a strong

coll is ion that induced photon-absorption in the line wing. This effect
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causes reduced alignment, which is reflected in an extra reduction of

the degree of linear polarization of the D2-CIF, called here additional

disalignment and depolarization, respectively.

The resulting depolarization of the D2~CIF Is independent of the

laser frequency If only (i), (ii), and (iiia) play a role. A distinct

frequency dependence, of course, Is expected in cases (iiib), (iv) and

(v). The FA theory underlying Eq. 5.5 takes into account (i) through

(iv), but not the effect of reorientation (v).

A fit of the theoretical model to the experimental polarization of

the CIF in both D2-wings near the line centre yields a value of 7.7 ±

0.2 for the normalized rate of disalignment x . Adjusting x does not

affect the shape of the curve representing the D2-CIF polarization in

the FA theory but only changes all theoretical parameters by the same,

constant factor. The latter value of x is in agreement with the

polarization of the D 2 fluorescence (i.e., CIF plus RS) measured while

exciting in the line core (P = 0.089+0.005), yielding x = 7.4+0.7. The

data used for j-mlxing are given In Table 5.2. We checked that the

values for the D2~CIF polarization, as calculated from Eq. 5.5, are only

slightly influenced by the experimental error in z ^ and Z£i.

We now consider in more detail polarization in the blue D 2 wing

(see Fig. 5.5a). The solid curve represents the dependence of the

polarization on detuning according to the FA theory1 (Eq. 5.5). This

theory becomes invalid in the quasi-static wings. The predictions of the

FA theory are therefore represented by a dashed curve in this region. In

the far line wings, where the fully adiabatic limit is valid, a recent

theory by Nieohuis'- predicts a vanishing polarization for half-integer

j-values (cf. the heavy bar (c) in Fig. 5.5a). Inspection of our

experimental points in Fig. 5.5a shows that Eq. 5.5 describes

satisfactorily the polarization up to detunings of 103 GHz. We note

that, for detunings beyond 10^ GHz, the experimental polarization is

higher than predicted by the FA theory. In the quasi-static region, the

experimental degree of polarization continues to decrease, but the

limiting value of zero is not yet actually reached at the maximal

detunings that could be reached with our setup. Nevertheless, our

experimental values do not contradict the theoretical predictions made
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Flf. 5.3. The degree of linear polarization of Hie Dj-CIF, PD , vs the
detuning of the laser frequency, A2, from the D2 line centre for the
blue wing (a) and the red wing (b). The points are measured values. The
solid curve a Is the FA theory (Eq. 5.5) using the experimental spectral
line profile functions given in Fig. 5.3a and xp - 7.7. The dash-dot
curve b represents the FA theory using hypothetical Lorentzlan line
profiles [H* 1 )^ ) - 6u c

( 1 ) / (r«}) ] . The heavy bar c shows the
theoretical far-wing limit.

for the adiabatic limit. We also note that only a small portion of the

depolarization In the blue D2 wing i s due to the relatively Increasing

importance of the excitation in the overlapping blue wing of the D̂

l ine. This inference is drawn from the weak frequency dependence of

curve b in Fig. 5.5a, which is calculated when we apply the FA theory

for the hypothetical case of a purely Lorentzian l ine profile when j -

mixing alone i s responsible for the decrease of the D£ polarization with
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increaslng detuning [see also case (ill) mentioned above]. The

experimentally observed decrease of D2~line polarization is, however,

much stronger. Furthermore, at 2.5xlO3 GHz, the polarization starts to

drop faster than at smaller detunings. Both observations are believed to

be due to reorientatlon of the radiator, I.e. effect (v).

In summary, we conclude for the blue D 2 wing: (a) The FA theory is

valid up to detunings of about 103 GHz from the D2-llne centre, (b) The

FA theory appears to be invalid beyond 10J GHz and in the quasi-static

wings, where effect (v) may set in. (c) At very large detunings, the

polarization tends to zero as expected from a recent far-wing theory.

The behaviour of the polarization in the red D 2 wing is strongly

affected by the presence of the unpolarized D^ line (see Fig. 5.5b). The

theoretical curves (a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 5.5b have the same meaning

as those in Fig. 5.5a. The FA theory predicts an initial increase of the

polarization due to the fact that the red wing of the D2-line profile is

less steep than a Lorentzian. We thus have to hypothesize an additional

cause of depolarization due to effect (v) In the region up to

|A21 = 300 GHz , if we assume that the line-shape dependence of the

polarization is correctly taken into account in the FA theory.*

Behmenburg and Kroop* have suggested a similar explanation for their Na-

D 2 red-wing measurements in a low-pressure fluorescence cell with Ar as

perturber-gas.

At a laser detuning of about 3200 GHz (i.e., at the Dj line-centre

frequency), total depolarization of the D 2 fluorescence occurs, which

results from the dominant excitation of atoms into the 0^ state. The

occurrence of this phenomenon sets a limit to the conclusions about the

influence of effect (v) at these detunings. However, we again observed a

small polarization (= \Z) in the far red wing beyond the Dx line. These

PD values are, within the estimated large experimental errors, equal to

the corresponding values at the same |A| -values In the blue wing. We

conclude that the depolarization due to the effect (v) is not yet

compolete at a detuning of 3200 GHz in the red D 2 wing.

. 14
* This assumption has been questioned by Burnett and Cooper-
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Surprlsingly, our experimental PD -values follow very closely the

theoretical curve (b), suggesting that j-mixing alone, in combination

with a Lorentzian line shape, could fully explain the experimental data

up to the D^-line centre. In the far red wing, we again expect

theoretically a zero limit for the polarization.-'- Our experimental

results tend to confirm this prediction.

In summary, for the red D2-line wing, (a) the FA theory is valid

only in the impact regime, (b) additional depolarization [effect (v)]

appears to occur at detunings beyond 1(P GHz, in accordance with the

blue-wing behaviour, and (c) at very large detunings the polarization

tends to zero, as is expected from theory and which is again in

accordance with the blue-wing observations.

5.4 General discussion

We have used a simple method to test the FA theory in the line wing

without the need of taking the hyperfine structure into account. In all

of our measurmeents, we can neglect the depolarization effect of the

hyperfine structure because the actual lifetime of the D2 substate is

short compared to the nuclear spin precession period i.e.

6 u h f s < < r + Q + M 1 2 ' 5-7

The binary collision approximation is justified in our experimental

situation because i^c > 10Xxc (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2). Also the width

and shift of the absorption lines are known to be linearly dependent on

the perturber densities.1' Our measurements of the rates for j-mixing

yield separately and in accord with the detailed balance relations the
7

following cross-sections (at T - 1420 K): ̂ 2 - 66 ± 3A and 021 - 129 ±
2

6A. Our flame contained also t^O molecules (pjj 0 " 0.17).

Adiabatic coupling of the electronic angular momentum j to the

intermolecular axis of the collision complex and subsequent adiabatic

reorientation and depolarization of the fluorescence at strong

collisions seem to be well established in the far wings. The observation

of Behmenburg and Kroop,* who demonstrated complete depolarization in
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the red D2-wing at detuning of 3200 GHz, Is affirmed. However, the N2-Na

difference-potential may differ markedly from the Ar-Na difference-

potential at small internuclear distances,19 At intermediate detunings,

we expect that the effect of reorlentation will be stronger in the red

wing than in the blue wing. This result holds because the attractive

part in the interaction potential for an excited Na atom ensures larger

phase perturbation in the red wing than, at the same detunings, in the

blue wing. Furthermore, we note that the Na-N2 potential has a strong

anisotropic part, which may be expected to be more favourable in

rotating an excited Na atom than a purely isotropic potential.

It should be realized that the N2 molecule has an internal

structure, which makes it less suitable for testing line-wing theories.

However, measurements of the polarization in the line-wing using an Ar-

diluted H2/O2 flame are not possible because of the low rate of

fluorescence quenching in these flames (typically Q = 1.5x10^ s"1).

Thus, almost total depolarization of the CIF results at all detunings.

Adiabatic reorientation appears to cause a decrease for the

polarization of the D2~CTF by at least a factor of six (see Fig. 5.5 and

the accompanying text). Together with measurements of Thomann, Burnett

and Cooper,^ who have found an additional depolarization of less than a

factor two in the far red wings o f a j = l + j = 0 transition (Sr

resonance line perturbed by Ar), our observation seems to be in line

with the latest theories.^ These theories predict, for very large

detunings, a total destruction of alignment for states with half-integer

j-values, whereas the additional depolarization should approach the

constant value of 3/11 for states with integer j-values.
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continuous interest and help with the interpretation of our

measurements. We are also grateful to Dr. T. Wijchers for experimental
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These conclusions do not hold for the atomic disorientation and
depolarization of circularly polarized fluorescence due to strong
collisions with inert perturbers. For integer j-values, the circular
polarization is to vanish as a result of adiabatic reorientation
whereas, for half-integer j-values, the model predicts a residual
polarization.
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C H A P T E R VI

Spectrum and polarization of collision-Induced fluorescence and

Rayleigh components of Na-D l ines at quasi-resonant excitation

. . . it is in error that some authors apply "Tyndall phenomenon"

to the molecular scattering of light, to which should remain

attached the name of Lord Rayleigh.

Cabannes, 1329

6.1. Introduction

The first modern paper on radiation scattering by small particles

was written by Lord Rayleigh in 1899.l In this paper he successfully

explained the colour of the sky on a bright day by deriving the factor
-4
X in the spectrum of light that is scattered off-resonance from small

particles like atoms and molecules. During the last few decades the

theory for this type of scattering has been further developed and other

scattering phenomena like Brillouin and Raman scattering have been

discovered. Although atomic physicists usually take the "atomistic"

point of view whereas solid state physicists tend to speak of

"scattering from density fluctuations", the two descriptions are in fact

identical in diluted gases.^ A nice description of the confusion that

exists on this subject can be found in Ref. 3.

Recently, the theory of radiation scattering has been extended to

encompass scattering at near-resonance of atomic lines and Rayleigh

scattering has been integrated into the description of the fluorescence

spectrum of a single atom and of a collision complex, under very general

excitation conditions. (See e.g., Refs. 4a-c and references therein for

a description that uses factorization of the system density-matrix into

a radiator and a perturber part. In Refs. 4d,e the more general theory

without this factorization approximation is given.) With the advent of

the dye-laser, some serious experimental investigations were performed
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ln order to test these theories.5'6 All experimental publications deal

with Rayleigh scattering upon excitation in the wing of a resonance

line; none of the authors was able to get sufficient spectral resolution

to distinguish Rayleigh scattering from the collision-induced component

in the fluorescence spectrum near the line centre. The extra

depolarization of the fluorescence due to the nuclear spin of the Ma

atom at resonant D2 excitation was measured by Kroop et al. However,

these authors did not use a perturber-gas and did not resolve the

fluorescence-emission spectrum.

Let us consider the case of the Na atom perturbed by collisions

with noble-gas atoms. Although the existence of a distinct Rayleigh peak,

is generally accepted when exciting with a monochromatic light source at

the line wings (case 1), it is not always obvious that the same holds

when excitation occurs at, or close to the line centre (case 2). In the

latter case one usually assumes that only two, collision-induced

fluorescence components centred on the D̂  and D2 lines occur. It is our

aim to demonstrate both experimentally and theoretically that in this

case (2) too, a distinct Rayleigh component can be observed and that it

has spectral and polarization properties that may be typically different

from those of the collision-induced components.

6.2. Theoretical

For a comprehensive description of the theory we refer to the

literature on the subject (see e.g., Refs. 2, 8). We shall base our

arguments on the description given by Nienhuis in a series of papers

about the scattering of light (with low intentsity) from an atomic

gas.4a~c Although a more general description exists,4d>e the

factorization of the density matrix as performed in Refs. 4a-c Is a very

good approximation In the description of the spectrum In the line core,

needed for our purposes. In Ref. 4c, Nienhuis arrives at an expression

for the fluorescence spectrum of Na atoms in the presence of a

perturbing gas. As an example we give an expression for the

fluorescence-emission spectrum (frequency and linear polarization u)f
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and ef respectively) when the D2 line is excited with photons that have

frequency a>8 and linear polarization e . Both E. and e, are real

(linear polarization) and have unit length. The expression (Eq. 6.1) is

valid for excitation in the impact region of the line only (i.e., where

the detuning is small compared to the inverse collision-duration). A

similar equation can be obtained for excitation in the D^ line.

<ellnHi>
%

wo-

[l+3(ere f)
2] 6(Ujl- o>f)

Y

Y , 2

- u>' - p 1 )o

Here y, io and p denote the half width at half maximum (HWHM), resonance

frequency and collisional shift of the D 2 line, pertaining to the state

[e>. The corresponding primed characters refer to the D^ line (from the
*•*—1state [e'>). The symbol Yk refers to a relaxation matrix pertaining to

spherical tensors of the rank k, and is discussed by Hienhuis.^c The

off-diagonal elements (y, ) , determine the rate of collisional transfer

of the multipole of rank k from the state [e> to the state [e'>. The

diagonal elements of y, are the rates of loss of a multipole term of

rank k by collisions and radiative decay. The dipole operator is denoted

by (it Pi refers to the density of atoms in the ground state [1>. The

first term in the summation in Gq. 6.1 is the Rayleigh scattering, which

is situated at the excitation frequency. The second term in the

summation Is the collision-affected D 2 component (centered around

wo+p ) and the third term is the collision induced Dj^ component
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in
z

Fig. 6 .1 . The fluorescence-emission spectrum at monochromatic, near-
resonant excitation of Na atoms In collision with perturber-gas atoms
(see Eq. 6.1 and accompanying text). The spectral properties of the
Rayleigh peak, ( i . e . , intensity, width and polarization) are not
influenced by the collisions. They depend on the interaction of the
photon with the Na atom only. The Doppler broadening is not taken into
account. In the experiment, the collislonally broadened profiles have in
fact a Voigt shape1' whereas the Rayleigh peak is subject to Doppler
broadening alone.

(centered around )• Clearly one recognizes the collision-Induced

Lorentz profiles of both lines* The strength of the collision-Induced D̂
line Is governed by (y ) f . We also note that no linear polarization

of the Dĵ  l ine occurs. The distinction between "collision-affected" and

"collision-Induced" spectral l ines will be dropped In the following. The

fluorescence-emission spectrum of Eq. 6.1 Is schematically shown In Fig.

6.1. For monochromatic excitation near the D̂  l ine centre we thus find:

RS
6.2a

CIF,D1 IH(1)<0> Tzr£—M 6.2b

CIF.D,
i
3

Z21 6.2c
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and for excitation near the D 2 line centre:

br + (ec>en) 6.3a

_ (2), 2 H(2)
 Z12

ICIF,D1 "
 K (A2> T H (0) l+z12+zn

 6<3b

1 + Z21

6.3c

Here K^1) (i = 1,2) denotes the profile of the D t absorption line

(normalised to unit integrated absorption coefficient). The other

parameters are summarized in Table 6.1. The Doppler broadening is not

introduced into these equations. The quantities 1 R S, I^jp D and IQTJ n

denote the intensity in the fluorescence-emission spectrum, spectrally

integrated over the Rayleigh peak, collision-induced D^- and collision-

induced D2 line respectively (I^jp = ^ciF D + ICIF D ^ a a* m e a s u r ed in

a direction perpendicular to the laser beam and its polarization (e ) .

We shall use the notation ID for the fluorescence intensity in the D ±

line, thus including the Rayleigh component if present. In Ref. 9, the

equations applicable to excitation in the wings (i.e. at detunings that

are large compared to the collisional FWHM of the line, but still within

the impact regime) are given, together with several experimentally

determined relaxation rate-constants that are also applicable to our

experimental situation. Here we shall focus on the equations relating to

excitation in the line core.

From Eqs. 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 we note that the Rayleigh peak extracts

its intensity from the collision-induced fluorescence intensity of the

near-resonantly excited doublet line. This means for instance that the

ratio of the relative intensities of the CIF components is not equal to

the ratio of the populations in the excited states [e> and [e'>. Also,
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Table 6.1. Definitions and notations

Duration of a collision (s) <cc

Mean time between two successive collisions (s) -uic

Radiative decay rate (s"1) r

Quenching rate (s~*) Q

Quantum efficiency of fluorescence Y « ——
r+Q

j-mixlng rate from state with j - j to j - j (s"1) M (i «- 1

j-mixlng rate from state with j - y to j - j (s"1) M (-| «- i

Rate of dlsallgnment by elastic collisions (s"1) D *

Actual life time of the atom In the doublet state (s) (r+Q)"1

D
Normalized rate for dlsallgnment by elastic collisions x - -%-

p r+Q

21 r + o
Normalized j-mixlng rates y

1 3

Z12 " r + Q

Fluorescence Intensity with linear polarization parallel

(perpend.) to the laser beam polarization (arbltr. units) I

Degree of linear polarization P -

Circular optical frequency at the centre of the lc n multlplet

line (2ns"1) (1 - J+%) "01

Collislonal full width at half maximum (FWHH) of the

1 t h multlplet line, Including contributions of quenching

and mixing collisions 6u

° fl) 6uc
Reduced profile at zero detuning H(0)v ' - Y+Q

Full width at half maximum of the Voigt profile of the

i t h multlplet line . (1)
v

Laser detuning from the centre of multiplet component 1 i^ -

* Dp " E3/2 " K
2 4 4 > Of Ref •
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the polarization of the Raylelgh- and the collision-induced components

differ appreciably when the D2 line is excited. For excitation in the Di

line we obtain:

- {Hv '(0) - 1} 6.4
GIF

PCIF,D2=

\ 1 + Z 1 2

and for excitation in the D 2 line:

p -. f H
( 2 ) (0) , , ,Afn(2) 1+Z21

PCIF,D2 I l + Z l 2 + x p I ! t 3 l H <°> U«124«

, 1 r H ( 2 )

PCIF,Dl * ° 6 ' 8 b

P = 0.6 6.8c
RS

3 {1 + 4 l q 3 - 2 ^ C l ^ + X ) }

12

Introducing the well-known col l is ional rate-constants found in Ref. 9

into these equations, we obtain the values given in Table 6.2.



Table 6.2. Intensity ratios and polarization of Raylelgh and collision-

Induced components at line-centre excitation with a linearly polarized

laser beam in a H2/O2/N2 flame. The flane-gas composition was given in

Ref. 9 (Table 5.2). The Raylelgh scattering from the j - ^ level was

used for the calibration of the polarization (see text).

excitation

<*)

theory 1.52±O.O2* 4.510.5*

this experlaent 1.7110.05 4.510.5

PRS

<*)

0

0.011.8

D2 excitation

(*>

rRS

<*)

2.33±0.02* 5.810.5* 60

2.5610.02 7 1 1 45115

<*>

8.9±0.5*

9.210.1 o
I

Calculated results using the equations froa section 6.2 combined with experimentally determined parameters

froa Nleuwesteeg et al.9 These Investigators used a broad-band dye-laser and did not resolve

the fluorescence-ealsslon spectrum when excitation was performed In the line core.
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6.3. Experimental

6.3.1. Description of the set-up and measuring procedure

The experimental set-up Is shown In Fig. 6.2. By nebulising an NaCl

solution, ^ sodium atoms were introduced into a H2/O2/N2 flame (at 1 atm

pressure ) that was the same as used before for line profile-10a»1' and

depolarization measurements.' A flame was used because here no laser

light scattering from Brewster windows can interfere with the

measurement of the Rayleigh peak. Mie scattering from aerosols proved to

be negligible. We chose this particular flame because of its known high

quenching rate, which improves the IRS/ICIF ratio and prevents too large

fluorescence depolarization due to elastic collisions.*" Partial

depolarization of the fluorescence lines with spectrally unresolved

hyperfine structure results from the precession of the electronic

angular momentum around the total angular momentum vector of the

radiating atom. However, we ensured that the extra depolarization of the

fluorescence resulting from this effect, is also negligible due to the

much shortened lifetime of the atoms in the excited state. Also, from

the work of Jongerius, ^ we had accurate information about the

population trapping effects due to the hyperfine splitting of the Na

ground state in this flame.

We excited one of the doublet components at near—resonance with a

linearly polarised beam of photons from a CW dye-laser (CR 690). Using a

3-layer birefringent filter and three quartz etalons (0.1, 2 and 10 mm

thickness respectively), the laser appeared to work in two modes (cf.

Refs. 12), separated by a wavelength distance of about 11 mA (for a more

extensive description see Ref. 13). The fluorescence was detected in a

direction that was perpendicular to the laser beam axis and to the

polarization of the laser photons. After passing through a fixed

analysing polaroid, the fluorescence was focused on the head of a quartz

optical fibre and guided to the Utrecht High-resolution Fourier

Interferometer (UHFI)14 for spectral analysis. The UHFI is a stepping

Fourier spectrometer operating in the visible. The maximum path length

The flame gas composition can be found in Table 5.2 of Ref. 9.
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Fig. 6.2. The experimental set-up used for measuring fluorescence-
emission profiles. Ar+ « Ar-ion laser, DL - Dye-Laser, SA - Spectrum
Analyser, P » e. - direction of polarization of the laser photons, D -
Diaphragm, Pr - Prism, Fl - Flame, BS - Bean Stopper, L - Lens, Po -
Polaroid (analyser), F - Fibre head and fibre, OHFI - Dtrecht High-
resolution Fourier Interferometer, MC » Mini Computer, T - Terminal.
Thin lines with arrow denote light paths, thick lines with arrow denote
electr ical leads.

difference between the two Interfering beams i s 1 metre, resulting In a

maximum resolution of 4xlO6 at 5000 A, which corresponds to 1.3 mA

bandwidth. At the entrance to the Interferometer, no residual

polarization of the fluorescence signal could be detected, due to

multiple reflections inside the fibre (Pre8<0.01).

Utilising the same optical set-up, we made an additional

measurement of the Na- fluorescence-emission spectrum perturbed by

collisions with Ne and Xe atoms In a fluorescence c e l l , so that we could

compare i t with our previously measured fluorescence-excitation

spectra.17 The flame was replaced by the same fluorescence cel l as used
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for the experiments reported in Refs. 17 and 18 and the dye-laser was

tuned to the centre of the D2 line. The line cores were measured at gas

temperatures of 990 (+30) K. The fluorescence-emission method offers

several advantages above the fluorescence-excitation method. Population

trapping (dependent on laser detuning and intensity) and polarization

effects are not important and the spectrum is not broadened by our two-

mode laser (except for the Rayleigh peak which reflects the intensity

distribution in the laser spectrum). The instrumental broadening that is

introduced by the UHFI is negligible. Measurements can be performed at

relatively high laser intensities provided that power-broadening of the

emission spectrum is avoided. 16 u e note that with the fluorescence-

excitation method the laser intensity is restricted by the condition

that optical saturation is absent. This condition is more severe to

fulfil than that of the absence of power-broadening. Drawbacks of the

fluorescence-emission method are that the line wings cannot easily be

examined and care has to be taken to prevent re-absorption of the

fluorescence emission and subsequent extra broadening of the line

profile.19

6.3.2. Results and discussion

Originally, the fluorescence-emission spectra in the flame were

measured at an oblique angle (- 30*) with respect to the direction of

the laser beam, in order to reduce Doppler broadening of the Rayleigh

components. However, in this set-up we observed an unexpectedly large,

linearly polarized signal in the recorded spectra at the excitation

frequency. This scattering signal, that was found when exciting either

of the two doublet components, disappeared when the sodium was removed

from the flame, thereby ruling out the possibility of trivial scattering

from instrumental components or from flame gas molecules. When sodium

was present in the flame, but the laser frequency detuned to the near

wing of one of the lines (|A\| = 0.6 A), again no scattering was found,

thereby ruling out the possibility of Mie scattering from droplets or

salt crystals Introduced to the flame by the nebulizer. We have no
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M l ) •

Pig. (.3. Fluorescence-emission spectra from Na atoms In our ^-diluted

H2/O2 flame. Spectra sere obtained with excitation In the D1 and in the

D z line (see Indication In the plots). The orientation of the analysing

Polaroid with respect to the polarization direction of the laser photons

Is Indicated by i and 1 . Using a suitable free spectral range, the D^

line is displaced to nearby the D 2 Une In the recorded spectrum by

means of alias sing. As a result of this allasslng. the wavelength-scale

underneath the Dx line Is shifted over about 6 A.

a. Complete fluorescence-emission spectrum. Drawn and dashed spectra

relate to the excitation wavelength Indicated by a drawn and dashed

arrow, respectively. These excitation wavelengths are located

symmetrically to the right and the left of the excited line centre,

respectively. Both spectra In each plot were normalized with respect to

each other as described in the text.

b. Difference of the dotted and the drawn spectra shown in a.
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satlsfactory explanation for this spurious scattering, which was absent

in our earlier measurements performed in the same flame at an

observation direction perpendicular to the laser beam." Therefore, we

chose a perpendicular observation direction, as shown in Fig. 6.2, thus

accepting a larger Doppler broadening of the Rayleigh component; this

Doppler broadening is in fact equal to that of the Na-0 lines (33mA),

and is determined by the thermal motion of the Na atoms in the flame.19

Spectra were measured with the analysing polaroid parallel and

perpendicular to the polarization of the incident photons. In both

cases, spectra were generated by excitation of the D^ line and by

excitation of the D 2 component. In order to visualise the Rayleigh peak,

two spectra were measured with each excitation mode. In one, the laser

was slightly detuned to lower wavelengths by approximately 80 mA whereas

in the other the same detuning to higher wavelengths was applied.

Subsequently, these spectra were normalised to each other in such a way

that the spectrally integrated fluorescence intensity of the non-excited

doublet components was the same in both spectra. Results are shown in

Fig. 6.3, curves a. Thereupon, the two spectra were subtracted from each

other, thus removing the collision-induced fluorescence components. In

Fig. 6.3, curves b, we can clearly see a pair of Rayleigh peaks

emerging. Each peak consists of two overlapping Doppler profiles due to

the two-mode laser operation. With the help of the known distance

between the two lasing modes (~ 11 mA), the temperature in the flame was

roughly determined from the width of the best resolved Rayleigh lines at

either side of the V>2 line centre. After correction for the laser mode-

spectrum and a minor correction for the used bandwidth of the

interferometer (AXJJJ^J = 5 mA) we obtained T = (1550 ± 300) K,

consistent with the value obtained from the more precise line reversal

method11 (1420 K ) .

Local Na-density fluctuations, in combination with anomalous
dispersion might be considered as a possible explanation for this
spurious scattering when the laser is tuned near the line centre.
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The relative (spectrally integrated) intensities of the Rayleigh

and collision-induced components were obtained from the recordings by

computational integration of the area underneath each line profile.

Small corrections (< 5%) had to be made for the effects of population

trapping.I*

The degree of linear polarization F of each component in the

spectrum could be obtained from the spectrally integrated intensities at

a "parallel" and at a "perpendicular" setting of the analysing polariser

(I. and 1^, respectively) according to:

In addition to the normalisation procedure described above, here we also

needed to normalise the two spectra measured at different settings of

the analysing polaroid. We did this by requiring that the polarization

of the collision-induced fluorescence from the D^ line be zero in all

cases (a j = i state cannot support an alignment). In Table 6.2 we

compare our experimental findings with the theoretical values obtained

from the relevant equations in the previous section, using parameters

from Nieuwesteeg et al., who used a broad-band laser. The calculated

ratio 1RS/ICIF> a s w e H a s PRS an<* PD a r e f o u n d t 0 be in good agreement

with our experimental values. The ratio ID /I D Is, however, less well

reproduced. The theoretical results under-estlmate our experimental

values by 10%. At this moment, we have no satisfactory explanation for

this discrepancy. The error margins that accompany the experimental and

theoretical values may be slightly too small, although a systematic

error in either experimental or theoretical result cannot be excluded.

We did not attempt to visualise the Rayleigh component in the

fluorescence-emission spectrum measured in the (noble-gas filled) vapour

cell. Because of the much lower fluorescence quenching rate under these

conditions,19 the intensity of the Rayleigh peak (which is independent

of the quenching) will be negligible with respect to the increased

intensity of the collision-induced components in the emission spectrum

(I R S/I C I F < 0.5%). For the determination of the line broadening and
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Fig. 6.4. Colllslonal FHHH and shift (both denoted by AX ) of the Na-D
lines perturbed by Ne and Xe atoms, as determined by the fluorescence-
emission method in a vapour cel l at 990 (± 30) K are plotted versus the
perturber density n. The observed shift is to the red. The laser was
tuned to the J>2 line centre. The rate-coefficients 2-y and & are obtained
from: 2Y, 6 - AXc/n.

-shift parameters, we measured spectra at three different perturber

densities in order to seperate the coll ision induced broadening and

shift from other broadening and shift sources. No evidence of Rayleigh

scattering from rare-gas atoms or tr iv ia l laser-light scattering from

optical components in our set-up was found in these spectra. We

corrected the spectra for the influence of Doppler broadening and the

hyperfine structure, assuming a Voigt profile for each hyperfine

component. Fig. 6.4 shows the col l ls ional shift to the red and the FWHM

of the col l is ional broadening (both denoted by A\c) as a function of the

perturber density n. In Table 6.3 we summarize the broadening and shift

parameters for Ne and Xe perturbers at 990 (+30) K (obtained from the
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slopes of the lines in Fig. 6.4) and compare them to those that were

previously obtained using the fluorescence-excitation method.1^ For the

reasons mentioned above, the line broadening parameters could be

determined accurately from the emission spectra. The shift however was

affected by a small asymmetry in the line profiles that resulted from

phase errors in the interferogram. The phase error differed for each

measured interferogram, and could not be corrected for accurately

enough. The influence of this error on the determination of the line

width is negligible. These remarks are clearly reflected in the

indicated error margins in Table 6.3. From this table we also note that

the results obtained for the collisional broadening and shift parameters

measured with either the fluorescence-excitation method or the

fluorescence-emission method are equal within the experimental error.

This equality is the basis for the interpretation of the results of many

experiments. A discussion of its physical background can be found in

Ref. 19. The interpretation of the collisional line broadening rates in

terms of interaction potentials is performed in Ref. 17.

Table 6.3. Collisional broadening (2y) and shift (6) race-

coeff ic ients 1 7 ' 1 9 of the Na-D lines due to interaction with Ne, Xe

perturbers at 990 (± 30) K. The results are obtained from the

fluorescence-emission spectra, whereas the cited values from Ref. 17

were measured using the fluorescence-excitation method.

Na-D, Na-D,

Ref.

(10~20 cm"1/[atom/cm3]) (10~20 cm"1

Ne 1.47 ± 0.12 - 0.34 ± 0.03 1.62 ± 0.04 - 0.37 * 0.03 17

1.44 + 0.05 - 0.37 ± 0.20 1.76 ± 0.05 - 0.62 ± 0.30 this work

Xe 3.84 ± 0.19 - 1.20 ± 0.08 3.74 ± 0.19 - 1.38 ± 0.08 17

3.93 + 0.10 - 0.97 ± 0.30 3.60 ± 0.10 - 1.13 ± 0.30 this work

1 cm"1 - 347 mA - 30 GHz at ̂  - 5890 1.
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Samenvatting

In het voor U liggende boekje wordt het profiel van een spectrale

resonantie lijn in het optische gebied bestudeerd. De vorm van dit

profiel bevat informatie over de wisselwerking tussen het stralende

atoom en een stoordeeltje. Deze botsings processen verlopen in het

algemeen niet op abrupte wijze. Veeleer is er sprake van "wisselwerking

op afstand". De krachten die een atoom ondervindt indien een ander atoom

in de nabijheid is zijn sterk afhankelijk van de interatomaire afstand

(R). Voor grote interatomaire afstanden zijn ze aantrekkend, maar voor

kleine afstanden afstotend. De potentiële energie die ten gevolge van

deze krachten aanwezig is in het "botsingscomplex" (dit is het

"molecuul" dat gedurende de botsing tijdelijk ontstaat uit de twee

botsingspartners) kan in het algemeen nog afhankelijk zijn van de

onderlinge oriëntatie van de botsingspartners• Een plaatje van deze

energie als functie van de internucleaire afstand R noemen we een

potentiaal curve. Voor de beschrijving van de door ons bestudeerde

botsingen tussen alkali- en edelgas atomen is nu een set van drie

potentialen nodig, te weten de X2£ potentiaal (voor de beschrijving van

de interactie tussen het edelgas atoom in de grondtoestand [^SQ] en het

alkali atoom in de grondtoestand [2S1/2l)
 e n o e A 2 H e n ß2E potentialen

(voor de beschrijving van de interactie tussen het edelgas atoom in de

grondtoestand en het alkali atoom in de aangeslagen toestand

[ « z i e biJv« F i8- ! •! °P

Zowel de experimentele bepalingen als de theoretische berekeningen

van deze interactie potentialen hebben de afgelopen jaren een grote

vlucht genomen. Deze groei in kennis ging gepaard met een aanzienlijke

vooruitgang in de theoretische beschrijving van het verloop van de

botsing. Een duidelijke verbetering in de voorspellende waarde van de

berekeningen voor allerlei spectrale eigenschappen, meetbaar onder de

meest verschillende stralings- en botsings condities, was het gevolg van

deze ontwikkeling.



Toch blijkt vaak dat de berekeningen nog niet in staat zijn om de

experimentele gegevens afdoende te reproduceren. Benaderingen in het

geadopteerde botsingsmodel en onzekerheden in de gebruikte interactie

potentialen spelen hier door elkaar. De oplossing moet worden gezocht in

het gebruik van zoveel mogelijk elkaar aanvullende experimentele

methodes (Ref. 1) en het toepassen van een zo betrouwbaar mogelijk

rekenmodel.

In dit proefschrift bestuderen we de Na-D lijnen, verstoord door

botsingen met neon en xenon atomen in een dampcel. Aan deze systemen

zijn reeds veel metingen verricht bij relatief lage temperatuur (=400

K ) . Hij verrichtten experimenten bij een zo hoog mogelijke temperatuur,

om een extra controle te verkrijgen op de betrouwbaarheid van de

theoretische voorspellingen. In het eerste deel van dit experimentele

werk ligt de nadruk op het onderzoek van de interactie potentialen. In

het laatste deel worden enkele voorspellingen van een theorie voor

stralings redistributie nader beschouwd.

In hoofdstuk I geven we een algemene inleiding tot de literatuur

betreffende het onderwerp en de verschillende methodes om interatomaire

botsingen te bestuderen. In een aparte sectie (1.2) wordt deze inleiding

toegespitst op de natrium-edelgas systemen die het hoofdonderwerp van

dit proefschrift vormen.

In hoofdstuk II beschrijven we de door ons gebruikte experimentele

opstelling. Allereerst besteden we aandacht aan enkele spectrale

eigenschappen van de kleurstof laser; vervolgens behandelen we het

ontwerp en gedrag van onze fluorescentie cel. In een appendix geven we

Informatie over een spectroscopische methode om de temperatuur en

alkali-dichtheid in de fluorescentie-zône van de cel te bepalen.

Hoofdstuk III behandelt de invloed van botsingen die slechts een

kleine verstoring op het stralende atoom teweeg brengen. Deze botsingen

ontstaan indien de straler en het stoordeeltje op relatief grote

Ref. 1. C.Th «J. Alkemade, "Balans tussen bulk en bundel onderzoek van
atomaire botsingen", FOM jaarboek 1981 pp 169-185.



afstand langs elkaar bewegen. In het spectrum komt dat tot uiting

doordat de golflengte van het onder botsings condities geabsorbeerde (of

uitgezonden) licht slechts weinig verschilt van de originele golflengte.

We onderzoeken dan de "kern" van de absorptie (emissie) lijn. Om het

verband tussen de botsing en het spectrum van het geabsorbeerde

(uitgezonden) licht te kunnen leggen, hebben we behoefte aan een

nauwkeurig natuurkundig model. Allereerst testen we daarom een semi-

klassiek model voor de berekening van het verloop van de botsing bij

alle relevante Interatomaire snelheden, door de resultaten te

vergelijken met de (meest volledige) quantummechanische uitkomsten uit

de literatuur. Deze resultaten zijn echter verkregen bij lage inter-

atomaire snelheden (de berekening is dan nog binnen redelijke tijd door

een computer uit te voeren). Deze lage inter-atomaire snelheden maken

een vergelijking met het experiment (waar hogere snelheden optreden) nog

niet mogelijk. De validiteit van ons semi-klassieke botsings model wordt

bewezen doordat we, in het gebied van de lage snelheden, een goede

overeenkomst tussen de resultaten van ons model en het

quantummechanische model verkregen. Vervolgens kiezen we enkele uit de

literatuur bekende interactie potentialen voor Na-Ne en Na-Xe. Met

behulp van deze potentialen en het semi-klassieke botsings model

berekenen we de spectrale eigenschappen van het in de lijnkern

geabsorbeerde (uitgezonden) licht (d.w.z., lijn verbreding en

-verschuiving, depolarisatie, en populatie- en polarisatie overdracht

tussen de fijnstructuur componenten van het Na atoom) . Deze berekende

resultaten worden vervolgens vergeleken met onze experimentele gegevens

en experimentele gegevens uit de literatuur. Voor Na-Ne blijkt dat de

meeste experimentele resultaten met behulp van éên van de sets

interactie potentialen kan worden gereproduceerd. Voor de botsing tussen

natrium en xenon is de situatie iets minder bevredigend.

Botsingen waarbij het edelgas atoom tot zeer dicht bij het natrium

atoom nadert hebben een uitgesproken invloed op de golflengte van het

geabsorbeerde (uitgezonden) licht. Tijdens zo'n "ernstige" botsing met

een stoor-deeltje kan een natrium atoom i.p.v. het bekende gele licht,

diep rood of blauw licht absorberen (emitteren). Deze sterke botsingen

zijn in het algemeen vrij zeldzaam en de bijbehorende absorptie
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(emissie) van sterk niet-resonante fotonen is dan ook alleen met

gevoelige apparatuur te scheiden van de overmaat aan resonant licht. In

hoofdstuk IV meten we deze zgn. "verre vleugels" van de natrium lijnen

bij een temperatuur van 720 °C. Het behulp van een toepasselijke theorie

berekenen we de vorm van deze vleugels, gebruik makend van interactie

potentialen voor Na-Ne en Na-Xe. Een vergelijking tussen onze

experimentele gegevens en experimentele gegevens uit de literatuur bij

130 °C enerzijds, en de berekeningen anderzijds, geeft weer informatie

over de betrouwbaarheid van deze potentialen, nu in een ander

internucleair gebied dan dat beschouwd in hoofdstuk III •

In de hoofdstukken V en VI testen we enkele voorspellingen van een

theorie voor stralings redistributie. Laserlicht met goed bepaalde

eigenschappen (golflengte en polarisatie) wordt door natrium atomen,

aanwezig in een vlam, geabsorbeerd • De polarisatie en golflengte van het

vervolgens door de atomen in de vlam uitgezonden (geredistribueerde)

fluorescentie licht kunnen gedetailleerd worden beschreven met behulp

van deze theorie. In hoofdstuk V bestuderen we de redistributie van

niet-resonant laserlicht (dus met een golflengte ver buiten het

lijncentrum, analoog aan de situatie in hoofdstuk IV) . In het emissie-

spectrum zien we de bijdragen van elastisch en inelastisch aan natrium

verstrooide fotonen (resp. de Rayleigh verstrooiing en de botsings-

gelnduceerde fluorescentie)• Het name de polarisatie van het inelastisch

verstrooide licht geeft informatie over de momentane molecuul-vorming

tijdens de "harde" botsing. Tevens worden de waarschijnlijkheden voor

verschillende botsings-gelnduceerde processen bepaald uit het emissie-

spectrum .

In hoofdstuk VI wordt de redistributie van bijna-resonant licht

bestudeerd (situatie analoog aan hoofdstuk III). Met behulp van de in

Utrecht gebouwde Hoge Resolutie Fourier Interferometer meten we ook hier

de bijdragen van elastisch en inelastisch verstrooide fotonen aan het

emissie-spectrum. De waarschijnlijkheden voor de verschillende

botsingsgelnduceerde processen worden bepaald, en vergeleken met de

resultaten uit hoofdstuk V.

Tenslotte bekijken we enkele botsingsprocessen die in hoofdstuk III

bestudeerd zijn met de fluorescentie-excitatie methode, nog een keer met

de fluorescentie-emissie methode. Een goede overeenkomst tussen de

resultaten van beide methodes wordt gevonden.
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